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DISTRIBUTED RATE ALLOCATION AND Therefore , certain existing implementations of distributed 
COLLISION DETECTION IN WIRELESS networks have been limited by requiring knowledge at each 
NETWORKS node of other nodes in the system in order to allocate system 
resources among the nodes . However , over a large number 
CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 5 of nodes , and with high data traffic , some implementations known in prior art are often rendered very inefficient , APPLICATIONS leading to high overheads and low throughputs . Accord 
ingly , there is a need in the art for distributed rate allocation The present application is a continuation of and claims among the several nodes in a throughput - optimal or through priority to U . S . Provisional Application 61 / 369 , 181 , filed put - cognizant manner , wherein interference is minimized or Jul . 30 , 2010 , and is a continuation of and claims priority to 10 reduced and knowledge at each node of every other node is PCT application , PCT / US2011 / 039180 , filed Jun . 3 , 2011 . not required . 
Further , certain wireless networks , including single hop TECHNICAL FIELD and multi - hop , centralized and decentralized wireless net 
works , do not adequately select the rate at which constituent 
The present invention relates to wireless networks and , 15 wireless devices , or nodes , attempt to transmit data . Select 
more specifically , to collision detection and distributed rate ing an appropriate rate may be particularly challenging when 
allocation in wireless networks . wireless devices use shared resources of a wireless medium , 
e . g . , shared frequencies , shared times , shared codes , and in 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION systems with beam forming , shared directions , or other 
20 orthogonalizations , and combinations thereof ; for example . 
Some conventional wireless networks adopt a central For instance , in some wireless networks , wireless devices 
authority to manage communications between the nodes of attempt to maximize the rate of transmission of that wireless 
the network and allocate rates for the communications . For device without adequately accounting for the effect of that 
example , in a conventional state of the art cellular network , transmission on the ability of other wireless devices to share 
the nodes of the network may include cellular telephones , 25 the same shared resources of the wireless medium , poten 
and other mobile devices configured for enhanced multime - tially resulting in a lower collective date rate for the network 
dia applications . The communications between such nodes as a whole . Additionally , in some wireless networks , wire 
may include both voice and non - voice data traffic , with less devices do not share the same resources of the wireless 
requirements or preferences for a variety of data rates based medium , in part , because it is difficult to determine whether on the application . 30 the transmissions of one wireless device are colliding with 
FIG . 1 depicts an exemplary conventional cellular net the transmissions of another wireless device and preventing 
work 100 . A central authority 110 , such as a base station is resolution of signals from the other wireless device . 
commonly employed to manage the traffic and allocate data 
rates in cellular network 100 . The devices at any two nodes BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 
of the cellular network 100 , such as 104 and 106 may 35 VIEWS OF THE DRAWING 
communicate with each other by routing all communications 
via the central authority 110 . The communication link A better understanding of the present invention can be 
between a node and central authority 110 is commonly obtained when the following detailed description is consid 
referred to as a “ single hop . ” Links 120 , 130 , 140 and 150 ered in conjunction with the following drawings : 
represent single hops between nodes 102 , 104 , 106 and 108 40 FIG . 1 illustrates an exemplary conventional single - hop 
respectively and central authority 110 . cellular network ; 
Some current technology is limited to single hops . Con - FIG . 2 illustrates a multi - hop wireless network according 
sequently , in some instances , this current technology does to an embodiment ; 
not permit efficient communication between the two nodes FIG . 3 is a block diagram of a wireless device in accor 
104 and 106 without the involvement of central authority 45 dance with an embodiment ; 
110 . The involvement of the central authority 110 leads to FIG . 4 is a flow chart depicting a method for rate 
well known problems , such as , for example in cellular phone allocation according to embodiments ; 
networks : dropped calls , low reception , increased drain on FIG . 5 is a diagram of wireless networking layers ; 
battery life , etc . , because the devices at individual nodes FIG . 6 is a block diagram of a non - cellular interface 
may not always be located at sufficient proximity to the base 50 according to embodiments ; 
station , or the base station may be limited in the amount of FIGS . 7 and 8 are flow charts of methods for allocating a 
traffic it can handle . rate ; 
Accordingly , multi - nodal network implementations that FIG . 9 is a timing diagram illustrating jamming frames ; 
do not always depend on a central authority for certain FIG . 10 is a timing diagram illustrating snooping of 
functions have been explored . Such implementations are 55 acknowledgement frames ; 
commonly known as “ distributed ” or “ ad - hoc ” networks , FIGS . 11A and B are diagrams of full duplex wireless 
wherein each node is configured to manage its own data communication ; 
transmission without always requiring relatively heavy FIGS . 12A - D are diagrams of a deterministic schedules 
involvement of a central authority . A common problem for distributed scheduling of wireless networks ; 
encountered in distributed network implementations is that 60 FIG . 13 depicts a multi - interface multi - hop network ; and 
of interference among several communicating nodes located FIGS . 14A - 16B are timing diagrams of snooping tech 
in close proximity to one another . Another problem is the niques for detecting collisions . 
issue of efficient resource allocation of the wireless medium . 
Data intensive applications are commonly supported by DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
mobile devices , and without a central authority to handle 65 
resource allocation , some nodes may consume the available The present invention includes a method , a device , a 
communication channel while starving other nodes . system , and computer program product ( e . g . , a non - transi 
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tory computer medium having a computer program ) for processor , such that the instructions , which execute via the 
improving the capacity of a wireless network . Aspects of the controller or processor , create means for implementing the 
invention are disclosed in the following description and function / acts specified in the flowchart or block diagram 
related drawings directed to specific embodiments of the block or blocks . 
invention . Alternate embodiments may be devised without 5 These computer program instructions may also be stored 
departing from the scope of the invention . Additionally , in a computer readable medium that can direct a device to 
well - known elements of the invention will not be described function in a particular manner , such that the instructions in detail or will be omitted so as not to obscure the relevant stored in the computer readable medium produce an article details of the invention . Moreover it will be understood that of manufacture including instructions which implement the the terminology used herein is for the purpose of describing 10 function / act specified in the flowchart or block diagram particular embodiments only and it is not intended to be block or blocks . limiting of embodiments of the invention . 
As will be appreciated by one skilled in the art , aspects of Embodiments employ algorithms for distributed rate allo 
the present invention may be embodied as a system , method cation in wireless networks . Detailed scope of the algo 
or computer program product . Accordingly , aspects of the 15 15 rithms and associated theorems for mathematically proving 
present invention may take the form of an entirely hardware the algorithms are described in the publication authored by 
embodiment , an entirely software embodiment ( including co - inventors of the present application , Jose , et al . “ Distrib 
firmware , resident software , micro - code , etc . ) or an embodi - uted Rate Allocation for Wireless Networks , ” ( hereinafter 
ment combining software and hardware aspects that may all referred to as “ Jose ” ) and incorporated in its entirety herein . 
generally be referred to herein as a “ circuit , ” “ module ” or 20 As illustrated in FIG . 4 , embodiments include wireless 
" system . ” Furthermore , aspects of the present invention may network implementation 406 adapted across three layers , 
take the form of a computer program product embodied in network layer 401 , medium access control ( MAC ) layer 402 
one or more computer readable medium ( s ) having computer and physical layer 404 , of the well known seven layer 
readable program code embodied thereon . network model , commonly also referred to as the Open 
Any combination of one or more computer readable 25 System Interconnect ( OSI ) Reference Model . 
medium ( s ) may be utilized . The term " computer " is used in “ Rate allocation ” in particular embodiments refers gen 
a broad sense to refer to devices that compute , e . g . , smart e rally to allocation of resources in a wireless network . More 
phones , microcontrollers , etc . , and is not limited to a per particularly , rate allocation refers to allocation of resources 
sonal computer . The computer readable medium may be a such as data rates in a particular shared portion of a wireless 
computer readable signal medium or a computer readable 30 medium , e . g . , a frequency channel ( as specified by commu 
storage medium . A computer readable storage medium may n ication protocols , such as IEEE 802 . 11 , cellular commu 
be , for example , but not limited to , an electronic , magnetic , nication protocols , local area network wireless protocols , 
optical , electromagnetic , infrared , or semiconductor system , wide area network wireless protocols , and personal area 
apparatus , or device , or any suitable combination of the network wireless protocols ) , shared among the nodes of a 
foregoing . More specific examples ( a non - exhaustive list ) of 35 network . Some embodiments include distributed wireless 
the computer readable storage medium would include the networks in which each node is individually capable of 
following : an electrical connection having one or more controlling parameters of wireless transmission , such as a 
wires , a portable computer diskette , a hard disk , a random rate of transmission on the shared channel of the wireless 
access memory ( RAM ) , a read - only memory ( ROM ) , an network . Aspects of the invention are expected to facilitate 
erasable programmable read - only memory ( EPROM or flash 40 the formation of relatively stable wireless networks , and rate 
memory ) , a portable compact disc read - only memory ( CD - allocation across the nodes of the wireless network is 
ROM ) , an optical storage device , a magnetic storage device , throughput optimal , or throughput enhanced relative to other 
or any suitable combination of the foregoing . In the context techniques . The terms “ stable ” and “ throughput optimal ” are 
of this document , a computer readable storage medium may explained with reference to FIG . 2 . 
be any tangible medium that can contain , or store a program 45 FIG . 2 illustrates an example of a wireless network 200 
for use by or in connection with an instruction execution configured for distributed rate allocation among several 
system , apparatus , or device . nodes . In contrast to the prior art cellular network 100 
Program code embodied on a computer readable medium illustrated in FIG . 1 , the wireless network 200 of the present 
may be transmitted using any appropriate medium , includ embodiment is not limited to single hop communication , and 
ing but not limited to wireless , wireline , optical fiber cable , 50 does not require the involvement of central authority 210 to 
RF , etc . , or any suitable combination of the foregoing control data transmission / reception at each node . For 
Computer program code for carrying out operations for example , nodes 116 and 114 , in this embodiment , are 
aspects of the present invention may be written in any configured to establish relatively efficient communication 
combination of one or more programming languages , with each other over link 230c without involvement of 
including an object oriented programming language such as 55 central authority 210 or with relatively little involvement . 
Java , Smalltalk , C + + or the like and procedural program Moreover , as illustrated , node 116 of the present embodi 
ming languages , such as the “ C ” programming language or ment may be configured to establish a multi hop commu 
similar programming languages . nication with central authority 210 by establishing commu 
Aspects of the present invention are described below with nication with node 118 over link 230b and then hopping off 
reference to flowchart illustrations or block diagrams of 60 node 118 to communicate with central authority 210 over 
methods , apparatus ( systems ) and computer program prod - link 230a . Moreover , variations of the topology illustrated in 
ucts according to embodiments of the present invention . It FIG . 2 are within the scope of embodiments . 
will be understood that each block of the flowchart illustra - In particular embodiments , a frequency channel is shared 
tions or block diagrams , and combinations of blocks in the and is available for data transmission by the nodes 112 - 118 
flowchart illustrations or block diagrams , can be imple - 65 and 202 - 208 illustrated in FIG . 2 . In this example , the case 
mented by computer program instructions . These computer of data reception is covered under the general category of 
program instructions may be provided to a controller or data transmission , because data transmitted by a node is 
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received by another node , and therefore data reception will may be selected based on the size of a output buffer on a 
not be explicitly discussed in reference to this example . wireless device , e . g . , less than 100 % of the buffer size , less 
The nodes 112 - 118 and 202 - 208 may be hybrid - cellular / than 90 % of the buffer size , or less than 50 % of the buffer 
non - cellular wireless devices configured to form a multi - hop size . In other words , in this example , the network is stable 
connection via non - cellular connections ( e . g . , on a wireless 5 if all the queues are being drained over a given period of 
network that is not tightly controlled by a cellular base time , and each node is getting its fair share of the shared 
station , such as an ad hoc or other decentralized wireless channel . Therefore , in a stable network , no single node can 
network ) to a cellular base station . The device 210 , in some monopolize the shared channel in order to drain its queue at 
embodiments , may be a cellular base station , and the nodes the cost of starving other nodes of the shared channel , and 
208 and 118 may receive non - cellular transmissions from 10 causing their queues to expand in an uncontrolled manner . 
nodes 206 or 116 and retransmit data from those transmis - Embodiments , however , are not limited to stable networks . 
sions on a cellular interface to the cellular base station 210 . With continuing reference to FIG . 2 , distributed rate 
In some instances , the nodes 208 or 118 may receive cellular allocation is expected to be useful in the wireless network 
transmissions from the device 210 and re - transmit data from 200 . Networks solely controlled by a central authority can 
those transmissions to other wireless devices 206 or 116 on 15 facilitate reasonably efficient utilization of the network 
a non - cellular interface . Uplink data or downlink data may resources . However , some device may not be in the coverage 
be transmitted over multiple hops , as illustrated , across the area of the central authority and thus will not be able to 
nodes 202 - 208 and 112 - 118 . Terminating the connection operate efficiently . Moreover , in multi - hop wireless net 
with a cellular link to the device 210 is expected to expand works similar to the one shown in FIG . 2 , it is difficult for 
the range of cellular networks without increasing the trans - 20 the central authority to know everything ( e . g . channel qual 
mission power of the device 210 to reach devices 202 or 112 . ity of link 220b , battery life remaining in device 206 , 
Further , forming the non - cellular portions of the connection throughput requirement of node 206 , etc . ) about all devices 
via an ad hoc or other decentralized non - cellular network is at all times . In such scenarios , decentralized ways of effi 
expected to relieve the device 210 of the overhead of ciently utilizing the network resources are needed . Some of 
mediating those connections , thereby reducing the load on 25 the presently described decentralized and distributed rate 
cellular networks . In other embodiments , the system 200 allocation techniques are expected to allow devices to rela 
may not correct directly to a cellular carrier ' s network , and tively efficiently use the network resources ( e . g . shared 
device 210 may be an access point , e . g . , an 802 . 11 ( n ) wireless spectrum , resources of other nearby devices , etc . ) . 
network , or an 802 . 11 AP network , or the like . In this Therefore , by facilitating distributed rate allocation in wire 
example , the distance over which the wireless device 210 is 30 less networks , embodiments are expected to effectively 
expected to increase due to the multiple hops . In yet other reduce the need for a central authority and facilitate efficient 
embodiments , the system 200 may only have single hops , as implementations of wireless networks . 
the present techniques are applicable to both multi - hop and Principles of the present invention are also useful for 
single - hop systems , as the techniques are expected to co - located single - hop networks . Some co - located embodi 
improve systems with both a large number of single hops or 35 ments operate in the same frequency band . For instance , an 
systems with an increased crowding of the wireless medium office building may include several wireless base - stations 
associated from multi - hop systems . operating in the same frequency band . In this example , 
Each node of FIG . 2 may have data packets that it would several devices may be associated with each base - station at 
like to transmit on the shared channel to another node . Each any given time . Some of these co - located base - stations and 
node is said to have a " queue length " indicating a number of 40 their associated devices may interfere with each other when 
data packets ( or other quantity of data , such as number of communicating over the wireless channel . Without rate 
bits or bytes ) that are waiting in a queue to be transmitted at allocation , usually only one interfering base - station or 
that node . In some embodiments , the queue length may be device can transmit at any given instant of time . In several 
an amount of data stored in an output buffer for a transmitter situations , this leads to an inefficient use of the shared 
of a wireless device . 45 wireless spectrum , leading to lower total throughput and 
In some embodiments , each node can have multiple thus lower average throughput for each device . With the use 
separate queue - lengths ( i . e . more than one queue - length of some of the presently described distributed rate allocation 
could be considered in the rate allocation algorithm at a techniques , several base - stations and devices may transmit 
node ) associated with the node . For instance , in a single - hop in parallel at any given instant of time . This is expected to 
route , the node may maintain a queue or queue length for 50 increase the total throughput and thus increase the average 
each destination or node to which the node connects , a throughput for each device . 
separate queue or queue length for each class of quality of The throughput may be characterized a number of ways , 
service of traffic , or a separate queue or queue length for however particular measures are more relevant to many of 
each permutation of these factors . Alternatively , or addition the embodiments herein . Performance of wireless devices 
ally , in multi - hop use cases , each node may maintain a queue 55 typically may be characterized according to a network - layer 
or queue length for each destination or node to which the rate of the wireless device or a physical - layer rate of the 
node connects , a separate queue or queue length for each wireless device . The network - layer rate refers to the volume 
quality of service class of traffic , a separate queue or queue of network - layer bits per unit time during transmission 
length for each multi - hop route , or a separate queue or queue output by the wireless device , whereas the physical - layer 
length for each permutation of these factors . The relevant 60 rate refers to the volume of physical later bits per unit time 
queue length for the transmission of a given packet may be during transmission output by the wireless device . The 
selected based on the queue from which the packet was physical - layer rate is a function of the complexity of the 
pulled . modulation scheme ( e . g . , 64 QAM to 256 QAM ) ( more 
With continuing reference to FIG . 2 , in general , wireless complexity increases the physical - layer rate ) , the amount of 
network 200 is said to be stable if the queue lengths at each 65 channel coding ( less channel coding will increase the rate 
node do not exceed a predetermined , e . g . , stored or calcu - because of less redundancy ) , the amount of spectrum over 
lated , maximum queue length value for each node , which which signals are transmitted ( more spectrum increases the 
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rate ) , or the use of multiple - input - multiple - output ( MIMO ) channel that would discourage transmission . Techniques 
for a number of spatial streams ( more spatial streams such as CSMA typically implement an on - off scheduling , 
increase ) , the duration of any guard band interval ( smaller wherein if activity is sensed , data transmission is scheduled 
guard band intervals increase the rate ) , and other wireless to be “ off ” , but if no activity is sensed , then data transmis 
transmission parameters . The physical - layer rate is generally 5 sion is “ on ” and data transmission proceeds at a predeter 
higher than the network - layer rate because of overhead mined data rate . However , in contrast to certain conventional 
added at the network and medium - access control ( MAC ) techniques , such as these implementations of CSMA , some 
layer . For purposes of configuring a wireless device for embodiments may include nodes that each select a data rate 
wireless transmission of signals , e . g . , selecting a transmis - from the rate region after sensing channel activity . Thus 
sion power level , the physical - layer rate is the relevant 10 nodes using certain principles of the present invention may 
measure , and the term " rate " herein refers to the physical transmit even when some activity is sensed by choosing a 
layer rate , unless otherwise indicated . rate from the above - described rate region , such that the 
An exemplary method for achieving relatively efficient chosen rate is feasible ( e . g . , excessive collisions or a rate of 
rate allocation in a distributed wireless network will now be collisions above a threshold do not occur ) in parallel with 
discussed . Wireless standards usually define a set of physi - 15 other transmissions from other nodes on the same or over 
cal - layer rates for data transmission on the wireless channel , lapping resources of the wireless medium . That is , the 
e . g . , predetermined discrete rates or a generally continuous transmissions may interfere , but not so much that they cause 
range of rates . In some systems , each node is limited to excessive collisions above a threshold , a rate of collisions 
transmit data packets in its queue at one of the rates chosen above a threshold , or a rate of change of collisions above a 
from the defined set of rates . The set of rates can include a 20 threshold . 
" zero rate , ” referring to no transmission . During operation , Choosing a data rate from the rate region , in some 
each node may choose a data rate from the set of data rates , embodiments , may be implemented as a Markov chain or 
and a particular combination of data rates may be estab - other Markov process . A Markov chain generally refers to a 
lished across all the nodes at any given time or at certain discrete random , or stochastic , process , e . g . , a system that 
times . At any given time , or at certain times , certain com - 25 can be in various states , and that changes randomly in 
binations of data rates may be feasible . At any given time , discrete steps , in contrast to a deterministic process . ( It 
or at certain times , the combinations of data rates that are should be noted that the term “ random ” herein also refers to 
feasible simultaneously ( or generally simultaneously ) form pseudo - random events . ) The state of at least part of a system 
the rate region of the system of wireless nodes . In some during the next step only depends on the current state of the 
embodiments , nodes may choose rates such that the com - 30 system in a Markov chain . The changes of state of the 
bination of rates chosen by all interfering nodes belongs to system are called transitions , and probabilities are associated 
the rate region . Moreover , the combination chosen may tend with various state - changes , and are called transition prob 
to facilitate high overall system throughput relative to a abilities . For example , with respect to node 114 of the 
system in which the nodes greedily select a rate . In the present embodiment , if no activity is sensed by node 114 on 
embodiments , the distributed rate allocation may help 35 the resources of the wireless medium to be used by node 114 , 
devices determine feasible combinations of rates belonging a data rate is chosen by node 114 from the rate region , based 
to the rate region and also tend to ensure that the overall at least in part or wholly on the current state of node 114 . For 
system throughput is reasonably high . Moreover , in some instance , if node 114 is in a first state in which the node is 
embodiments , the rate allocation may be performed without being configured to transmit at a first data rate , then node 114 
the presence of a central authority ( though some embodi - 40 may transition to a second state in which the node is being 
ments may also employ a central authority for certain tasks ) , configured to transmit at a second data rate , based on a 
and certain embodiments are expected to tend to keep the probability of transitioning from the first state having the 
network stable . first data rate to the second state having the second data rate . 
With continuing reference to FIG . 2 , node 114 will be Thus , in some embodiments , rates are selected based , in 
discussed for illustrative purposes . It is assumed that node 45 part , on a stochastic input . A stochastic input may be 
114 has a queue length “ QL114 ” representing a number of obtained through a variety of techniques . For instance node 
data packets that node 114 wishes to transmit on link 230C 114 may have a stochastic module or randomization module 
to node 116 . The queue length need not be quantified in having a linear shift register that may output a generally 
terms of data packets , however , and may be characterized by non - deterministic value ( e . g . , a random or pseudo - random 
other quantities of an amount of data . In the present 50 value ) that is used by node 114 to transition from one state 
example , the transmission may occur on the shared channel to the next state when selecting a data rate . In another 
or other shared resources of a wireless medium , e . g . , on a example , a stochastic module or randomization module may 
non - orthogonal set of resources such that transmissions sense a non - deterministic property of node 114 or the 
interfere with one another . Rate allocation , in this example , environment in which node 114 operates , e . g . , noise on a 
on the shared channel is distributed . Node 114 may select a 55 particular radio frequency , in order to output a random value . 
data rate to transmit data packets that tends to keep the In some embodiments , at node 114 , the probability for 
wireless network 200 stable , and that the chosen data rate choosing ( or transitioning to ) a data rate from the rate region 
may also be selected such that the rate tends to keep the total is also a function of queue length QL114 of node 114 . The 
throughput of the wireless network 200 reasonably high function of queue length QL114 may be defined in such a 
relative to systems employing a greedy rate allocation in 60 manner that if the queue length is high , then the probability 
which each node simply attempts to maximize its own rate of selecting a high data rate is also appropriately high . In 
of transmission . some embodiments , a relatively large queue , represented by 
Similar to some conventional techniques such as Carrier large values of queue length QL114 , may tend to be drained 
Sense Multiple Access ( CSMA ) , in this embodiment , node at a relatively high data rate relative to nodes with a lower 
114 may first sense the shared channel to determine whether 65 queue length , thereby contributing to the stability of wireless 
the shared channel is generally free ( or completely free ) for network 200 . Jose provides mathematical proof , demonstrat 
transmission , e . g . , whether there is activity on the shared ing that certain functions of queue length QL114 which 
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satisfy the above requirements also ensure that the data rate global - positioning system sensor . The wireless device 250 
so chosen by the function contributes to throughput - opti - may also include persistent and non - persistent memory 
mality , though the present technique is not limited to the connected to the CPU . 
functions listed in Jose or only to throughput - optimal rate The illustrated wireless device 250 includes a CPU 252 , 
selections , as the present techniques can be used to select 5 a cellular interface 254 , and a non - cellular interface 256 . In 
sub - optimal rates that still improve networks , e . g . , by other embodiments , the wireless device may not include the 
approximating an optimal rate selection . If any algorithm cellular interface 254 , such as in devices configured solely 
can stabilize a network by draining the queues , so can a for access to 802 . 11 networks , which is not to suggest that 
throughput - optimal algorithm . A logarithmic function , for any other feature described herein may also be omitted in 
example , can be chosen according to Jose . Accordingly , 10 certain embodiments . The CPU 252 may be a single or multi - core processor embodiments provide techniques for near throughput - opti capable of executing instructions for providing an operating mal distributed rate allocation in wireless networks . system to the wireless device . The CPU 252 may also In some embodiments , at node 114 , the probability for connect to various components of the wireless device that choosing ( or transitioning to ) a data rate from the rate region region 15 gather data for transmission , such as analog to digital may also be a function of the cumulative backlog , arrival converters connected to a microphone , a camera , buttons by 
rate , and service rate of data ( i . e . data packets , data bits , data which a user may enter commands , and a touch screen . 
bytes , or some other quantity of data ) at node 114 . In some The CPU 252 may output data through either the cellular 
embodiments , the combination of cumulative backlog , interface 254 or the non - cellular interface 256 . The cellular 
arrival rate , and service rate of data at node 114 could be 20 interface 254 may include components for managing and 
approximated as an estimated queue - length or estimated effectuating a connection between the wireless device 252 
portion of a queue - length at node 114 . In some embodi - and a cellular base station of a cellular network . In some 
ments , the combination of cumulative backlog , arrival rate , embodiments , the cellular connection may be centrally con 
and service rate of data at node 114 could be considered trolled by the base station , such that the base station instructs 
separately according to the various parameters . For example , 25 the cellular interface 254 when to transmit , which wireless 
in single hop use cases , separate estimated queue - lengths resources to use when transmitting , and the power and data 
may be calculated for each unique destination , for each rate with which to transmit . The cellular interface 254 may 
unique QoS _ Traffic _ Class , or for each unique combination transmit signals on antenna 258 connected to the cellular 
of ( Destination , QoS _ Traffic _ Class ) . Similarly , in a multi interface 254 . 
hop example , estimated queue lengths may be calculated for 30 for 30 The non - cellular interface 256 may be capable of con necting wirelessly to other devices without the connection the preceding categories as well as a route . being established or controlled by a cellular base station . For In some embodiments , the queue length may be combined example , the non - cellular interface may be capable of par with ( e . g . , multiplied by or taken to an exponent of ) a ticipating in ad hoc or other distributed wireless networks . In random value to select a rate , such that the selection remains some embodiments , the non - cellular interface may be a non - deterministic though the probability of selecting various wireless interface for transmitting and receiving data on an 
rates is unequal . For instance , node 114 may tend to select 802 . 11 wireless network , a Bluetooth wireless network , a higher rates with a higher probability when the queue length Zigbee wireless network , or other non - cellular wireless 
of node 114 is high relative to thresholds or relative to other networks . The non - cellular interface may transmit and 
nodes , though in this example , node 114 may occasionally 40 receive signals via an antenna 260 . In some embodiments , 
still select lower rate due to the contribution of the random the antenna 260 may include multiple antennas , for example 
value . two or three or more antennas for beam - forming , diversity 
The rate may be selected according to a function ' f ' that transmission and reception , or forming multiple simultane 
is a function of queue length and the random value . In some ous or concurrent connections , or spatial - streams . Other 
embodiments , the function f may be a generally monotonic , 45 examples of combinations of cellular and non - cellular inter 
completely monotonic , geometric , arithmetic , etc . , function faces include 802 . 11 ( cellular ) and 60 GHz ( non - cellular ) ; 
that increases , or generally increases , the probability of 802 . 11 ( cellular ) , hopping - interface ( non - cellular ; e . g . 
selecting a high rate as the queue length increases . An 802 . 11 , licensed - spectrum - interface , etc . ) , and HSPA / LTE / 
embodiment is described by Algorithm 1 of the Q - CMRA WiMax ( cellular ) 
paper . The Jose reference further teaches a family of distri - 50 The illustrated non - cellular interface 256 includes a trans 
butions that may be used when choosing the rate ; the family mit module 262 , a rate allocator module 264 , and a queue 
of distributions is also captured in Algorithm 1 of the 266 . The queue 266 may include a first - in first - out buffer or 
Q - CMRA paper . a ring buffer for storing data to be transmitted by the wireless 
FIG . 3 illustrates an example of a wireless device 250 in device 250 . The transmit module 262 may be configured to 
accordance with an embodiment . The wireless device 250 55 retrieve this data from the queue 266 and transmit the data 
may be a variety of different types of wireless devices . For through the antenna 260 . The transmit module 262 may 
example , the wireless device 250 may be a hand - held transmit the data at a certain power level and at a certain rate 
wireless device , such as a cell phone or smart phone , or other that are selected by the rate allocator module 264 . In some 
type of mobile wireless device , such as a laptop , tablet embodiments , the rate allocator module 264 may receive a 
computer , or special - purpose wireless device , such as hand - 60 signal from the queue 266 indicative of the amount of data 
held point - of - sale terminal , a hand - held inventory - manage - stored in the queue 266 , and the rate allocator 264 may select 
ment terminal , a global positioning system navigation a rate and a transmit power - level for the transmit module 
device , or a sensor connected to a wireless network . The based , in part , on the amount of data in the queue , for 
wireless device 250 may include a number of components example a queue length . While the rate allocator 264 is 
that are not depicted in FIG . 3 for clarity . For example , the 65 depicted as a separate block from the queue 266 and the 
wireless device 250 may include a microphone , a speaker , a CPU 252 , some , or all , of the functionality of these blocks 
touch screen display , a compass , an accelerometer , and a may be implemented within a single device , for example on 
c 
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a single integrated circuit or across multiple integrated a physical - layer rate , in some embodiments , the illustrated 
circuits . A number of variations of the rate allocator module rate allocator 602 may determine a maximum proposed 
264 are described below . physical - layer rate based on the network state signal . The 
It will be appreciated that embodiments include various maximum proposed physical - layer rate may be output from 
methods for performing the processes , functions or algo - 5 the rate allocator 602 to the rate selector 604 . Based on the 
rithms disclosed herein . For example , as illustrated in the maximum proposed physical - layer rate ( e . g . , based at least 
flow diagram in FIG . 4 , an embodiment may include deter in part on this value ) , in this embodiment , the rate selector 
mining the set of available data rates ( or a subset of the set 604 may evaluate the feasibility of physical - layer rates less 
of available data rates ) , as depicted in block 302 . Such a set than the maximum proposed physical - layer rate and corre 
of data rates is often defined by a wireless standard , such as 10 sponding transmit power - levels and return to the rate _ allo 
IEEE 802 . 11 , GSM , UMTS , HSPA , LTE , WiMax , etc . The cator 602 the highest feasible physical - layer rate less than or 
set of data rates could include a zero data rate corresponding equal to the maximum proposed physical - layer rate and the 
to no transmission . As depicted in block 304 , at a first node , corresponding transmit power - level . 
a first data rate is determined based on queue - lengths , e . g . , To this end , in this embodiment , the rate _ selector 604 may 
the queue - length may be one factor among several other 15 output a test physical - layer rate and transmit power - level to 
factors could include subscription - plan , user - profile , time - the channel measurement module 606 , which may test the 
of - day , location , etc . ) or the sole factor in selecting the rate . feasibility of that rate and power level and return a signal to 
In some embodiments of a single - hop wireless network , the rate selector 604 indicative of the feasibility of the test 
queue - length may correspond to the queue - length at the first physical - layer rate and transmit power - level . The channel 
node . In some embodiments of a multi - hop wireless - net - 20 measurement module 606 may output the test physical - layer 
work , queue - lengths may correspond to the difference in rate and power level to the transmit module 608 , which may 
queue - lengths at the first node and any nearby node that is transmit a data frame at the test physical - layer rate and 
on the multi - hop path to the intended final destination . Next , power level . 
as shown in block 306 , at the first node , the process may After transmitting , the transmit module 608 may receive 
include finding the highest data rate less than or equal to the 25 a signals indicative of the channel state , which may include 
first data rate that is currently feasible . Feasibility may be feedback from other wireless devices indicative of whether 
established for a rate when sending frames to a specific the test transmission caused a collision at a wireless devices 
node . Moving on to block 308 , the first node may transmit receiving transmissions from another transmitter wireless 
data frames to a second node at a feasible data rate that is device , e . g . , from another transmitter transmitting data 
less than or equal to the first data rate . This process may be 30 frames on the same resources of the wireless medium as the 
repeated periodically or at varying intervals . Some embodi - wireless device having the non - cellular interface 600 . The 
ments including the method illustrated in FIG . 4 are signals indicative of the channel state may also include a 
expected to achieve stability of the wireless network and to signal indicative of whether the frame transmitted by the 
achieve near throughput - optimal rate allocation , though transmit module 600 was received , e . g . , an acknowledge 
sub - optimal or less than stable implementations are contem - 35 ment frame . The channel state signal may include data 
plated as well . indicative of an amount of interference and other aspects of 
In addition to ( or replacement of ) queue - length ( s ) , one or the current wireless environment at either the wireless 
more of the following factors could be used : a subscription device receiving signals from the transmit module 608 ( as 
plan ( e . g . , an amount of subscription - fees paid for wireless transmitted from the receiver to the transmit module 608 ) or 
access ) ; a user profile ( e . g . , business - user vs . regular - con - 40 at the transmit module 608 , e . g . , a channel quality indicator 
sumer ) ; the date and time - of - day ( e . g . , to reduce the prob - ( CRI ) , a pre - processing signal to interference and noise ratio 
ability of using high rates during peak daytime hours to ( SINR ) , a post processing SINR , a signal to noise ratio 
reduce potential interference caused during chaotic times or ( SNR ) , a receive signal strength indication ( RSSI ) , or a 
vice - versa ) ; a location ( e . g . , to reduce the probability of received channel power indication ( RCPI ) . 
using high rates in densely populated downtown areas to 45 In this embodiment , data from the signals indicative of 
reduce potential interference caused during chaotic times or channel state are returned as feedback to the channel mea 
vice - versa ) ; or credits ( e . g . , to increase the probability of surement module in a channel state signal . And based on the 
using high rates for a wireless device that has more credits feedback , the channel measurement module 606 may deter 
for wirelessly cooperating / co - existing with other wireless mine whether the test physical - layer rate is feasible . For 
devices or vice - versa ) . 50 instance , if the channel state signal indicates a collision was 
FIG . 6 illustrates an example of portions of a non - cellular caused by the test transmission , in response , the channel 
interface 600 that may implement the method of FIG . 4 . The measurement module may determine that the test physical 
non - cellular interface 600 may include a rate allocator 602 , layer rate was not feasible . If the channel state signal 
a rate selector 604 , a channel measurement module 606 , and indicates that the frame transmitted by the transmit module 
a transmit module 608 . The rate allocator 602 receive a 55 608 was not received , and the channel state signal does not 
network state signal and based , at least in part , on the indicate that the transmission caused a collision for other 
network state signal and inputs from the rate selector 604 wireless devices , the test physical - layer rate may be deter 
determine a physical - layer rate of transmission and transmit mined to be infeasible and a higher test physical - layer rate 
power - level for the transmit module 608 . In some embodi - may be supplied to the channel measurement module 606 by 
ments , the rate selector 604 determine a maximum physical - 60 the rate selector . 
layer rate for the transmit module 608 , and the transmit If the test physical - layer rate is feasible , in response , the 
module 608 may transmit data at rates less than or equal to rate selector module may provide the test physical - layer rate 
that maximum physical - layer rate . The network state signal to the rate allocator 602 as a feasible physical - layer rate . 
may include a queue length signal ( e . g . , a length of the queue Otherwise , in response , the rate selector module may incre 
or a rate of change of the length of the queue ) , a signal 65 ment the test physical - layer rate to a lower physical - layer 
indicative of subscription fees for a user associated with the rate to a lower test physical - layer rate and transmit this rate 
wireless device , a user profile , and a date and time . To select to the channel measurement module 606 to repeat the test at 
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a new rate . Rates may be tested from the maximum physical Loop = 1 . The function f ( qLen ) in Table 1 may be a generally 
later rate down to a zero rate until a feasible rate is found . ( or fully ) monotonically increasing function of queue length . 
The rate selector 604 may output the highest feasible physi - For instance , f ( qLen ) may be a slowly increasing function , 
cal - layer rate that is less than or equal to the maximum such as log ( qLen ) ( or other function having a negative , or 
physical later rate to the rate allocator 602 , which may 5 generally negative , second derivative of queue length within 
provide the feasible physical - layer rate to the transmit the expected range of queue lengths , e . g . , between zero and 
module 608 . In this embodiment , the transmit module 608 a max queue length ) and is expected to keep the frequency 
may transmit data frames at the feasible physical - layer rate . at which rates are updated within reasonable limits . 
To this end , the transmit module 608 may select a combi - In some embodiments , the Rate Allocator module may 
nation of physical later rate parameters that yield a rate less 10 non - deterministically choose rates from a probability distri 
than or equal to the physical - layer rate , e . g . , a modulation bution . For example , " r _ new ” is assigned the value “ ” 
scheme , a guard interval , an amount of channel coding , an non - deterministically using the probability distribution 
amount of spectrum over which signals are transmitted , a shown in step 720 of FIG . 7 and the corresponding steps of 
number of spatial streams , and other wireless transmission Table 1 . Non - deterministic rate allocation may be useful for 
parameters . The feasible physical - layer rate may be updated 15 preventing one node from hogging access to the wireless 
periodically or in response to a detected change in the channel all the time and allowing nodes with large queue 
wireless environment or a change in the network state signal . lengths to co - exist without locking each other out . 
Another example implementation of a rate allocation In some embodiments , as shown in steps 710 and 712 of 
algorithm is shown below in Table 1 . As with the other FIG . 7 , and the corresponding steps in Table 1 , the Rate _ Al 
processes described herein , including those of FIG . 3 and 20 locator module may non - deterministically choose the fre 
Table 2 and Table 3 below , the example of Table 1 may be quencies at which rates are updated at a node . Non - deter 
implemented as a module in software stored on a tangible ministic rate updates may be useful for reducing the chance 
machine readable medium , or as hardware , e . g . , in micro - of more than one node trying to update its rate at any given 
code , or a combination thereof . Depending on the imple - instant of time and reducing errors in the estimation of rate 
mentation , the values passed and received by the Rate _ Al - 25 feasibility at any given instant of time . 
locator module may be encoded in signals transmitted Again referring to Table 1 , in this embodiment , during 
between hardware modules or the values may be exchanged each iteration , the Rate _ Allocation module finds $ qLen $ by 
by passing references to memory ( e . g . , memory addresses or calling the Get _ Q _ Length module , which may be a module 
variable names ) in which the values are stored or by creating configured to interrogate the queue and return an indication 
new copies of those values in memory accessible by the 30 of the amount of data present in the queue . In the single - hop 
module , as is the case with values sent and received by the case , qLen may be simply the length of the transmitter ' s 
other processes described herein . The steps of Table 1 are queue . For the multi - hop case , qLen may be the difference 
depicted in a corresponding flow chart of FIG . 7 , which in the queue lengths of the transmitter and the next receiver 
depicts the operation of the Rate _ Allocation module . In FIG . on the multi - hop path to a particular final destination or 
7 , R is the set of rates , [ r _ 0 , r , 1 , r _ 2 , . . . r _ k ] , where r _ 0 is 35 some other combination of queue lengths of nodes on a 
no transmission ; and f ( x ) may be a monotonically increasing multi - hop path . In this example , S is the set R without the 
function , such as log ( x ) , and the endLoop variable indicates data rate r _ { cur } , or the maximum data rate that is currently 
whether the process is repeated . being used . In some embodiments , the time between updates 
TABLE 1 
Algorithm 1 Rate Allocation Algorithm 
Chooses the maximum physical - layer rate based on queue - length ( s ) . 
Initialize : 
Let R = [ ro , I1 , I2 ; . . . ; [ x ] be the set of rates . ro = 0 , corresponding to no transmission . 
Let f ( x ) be an increasing function , such as log ( x ) . 
endLoop 0 when a connection is established . endLoop < 1 when the connection is closed . 
Rate _ Allocation ( ) 
leur = roj Peur = 0 ; 
while endLoop + 1 do 
Len = Get _ Q _ Length ( ) ; 
S = R - { reur } ; 
tsum = 1 / ( Efeses / qlen ) ; 
sleep ( tsum ) ; 
P [ Tnew = s ] = es * RqLen ) * temi 
TX _ Pause ( ) ; 
Rate _ Selector ( Tnew , & rcur , & pcu ) ; 
TX _ Resume ( reur , Peur ) ; 
end while 
In embodiments implementing the technique of Table 1 , R 60 may be a random number that follows an exponential 
is the set containing all rates defined by a wireless standard distribution with rate lambda _ { sum } and mean time 
or available to the embodiment , including the rate r _ 0 = 0 t _ { sum } , though in other embodiments may simply wait for 
( corresponding to no transmission ) . The wireless driver or the mean time before initiating the next rate update . In this 
other module of a node may activate the rate allocation embodiment , the value t _ sum } depends on qLen and 
module and set endLoop = 0 when a connection is estab - 65 controls the frequency at which the algorithm tries to update 
lished . When the connection is closed , the wireless driver the rate . When qLen is large , the rate will be updated more 
may terminate the rate allocation algorithm by setting end frequently . In this example , where s belongs to the set S , 
15 
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r _ { new } is equal to s with probability e ̂  { s * f ( qLen ) } Rate _ Allocation module may then reinitialize transmission 
( lambda _ { sum } ) . Thus in this embodiment , r _ { new } could of regular data frames with r _ { cur } and p _ { cur } . 
be any of the rates in R , except for the current rate r _ { cur } . Table 2 , below , depicts an example implementation of the 
In this example , a higher rate always has a higher probability Rate _ Selector module . The steps are depicted in a corre 
of being chosen as r _ { new ) , and the probability of choosing 5 sponding flow chart of FIG . 8 , which depicts the operation 
the higher rate goes further up as qLen increases . of the Rate _ Selector module . 
TABLE 2 
Algorithm 2 Rate Selector Algorithm 
Uses either a history table or channel measurements to find the highest rate 
( less than or equal to Inew ) that is currently feasible . 
Rate _ Selector ( Inew , * reur , & peur ) 
update Rate = 0 ; 
if rnew < * reur then 
Snoop _ Next _ Frame ( & rother , & rssiother ) ; 
val = Search _ History _ Table ( ?new , & pnew , Pother , & rssiother ) ; 
if val = = NOT _ FOUND | | val = = INFEASIBLE then 
Pnew = Find _ Lowest _ Feasible _ TX _ Power ( * Peur ) ; 
end if 
updateRate = 1 ; 
else 
while Inew > * reur & & updateRate = = 0 do 
Snoop _ Next _ Frame ( & rother , & rssiother ) ; 
val = Search _ History _ Table ( Inew , & pnew , rother , issiother ) ; 
if val = = FEASIBLE then 
updateRate = 1 ; 
else if val = = NOT _ FOUND then 
Pnew = * Peurs 
if Channel _ Measurement ( Inews & Pnew ) = = 1 then 
updateRate = 1 ; 
else 
Update _ History _ Table ( ?new , Pnew Pother , & rssiother , INFEASIBLE ) ; 
Get _ Next _ Lower _ Rate ( & rnew ) ; 
end if 
else if val = = INFEASIBLE then 




if update Rate = = 1 then 
Update _ Histoty _ Table ( ?new , Pnews l ' other , rssiother , FEASIBLE ) ; 
* reur = ?new * Pcur = Pnews 
end if 
As depicted in Table 1 , in this embodiment , once r _ { new } * In this embodiment , the Rate _ Selector module may find 
is selected , the Rate Allocation module may temporarily the highest rate less than or equal to the given rate r _ { new } 
pause transmission of regular data frames . Pausing trans - that is feasible in the current wireless environment . To this 
mission of regular data frames ( for the time it takes end , the Rate Selector module may be passed the variable 
Rate _ Selector to establish the feasibility of a given rate ) may 18 r { new } by value , and the variables r { cur } and p { cur } by 
improve the accuracy of the Rate _ Selector module . After 43 reference . When testing whether a rate is feasible , Rate _ Se such a pause , embodiments may invoke the Rate _ Selector lector may first search the history table to reduce overhead . module and pass to the Rate _ Selector module r _ { new ( the The history table may be an estimate of the rate region . new rate to try ) by value , r _ { cur } $ ( the current rate being Depending on the complexity of the network and available used ) by reference , and $ p _ { cur } $ ( the current transmit 
power - level , or TPL , being used ) by reference . 50 device resources , the history table may be implemented as a 
In this embodiment , as explained below . the Rate Selec - hash table , B - tree , a 2 - D array , or other data structure . In 
tor module may obtain information from a history table to some embodiments , the Rate _ Selector module may identify 
find the highest rate less than or equal to the given rate a feasible rate based , at least in part , on previous rates that 
r { new } that is feasible , or is likely to be feasible , in the proved feasible or infeasible for the wireless device . 
current wireless environment . The history table may be > In the example of Table 2 , each device may maintain ( e . g . , 
stored in memory , and data may be added or retrieved by in this context , obtain data for , populate , and store in 
writing or reading from memory . Or in some embodiments , memory ) its own history table , and each row of the table ( or 
the Rate _ Selector module may empirically measure the other entry format , depending on the data structure selected ) 
channel by transmitting data and receiving feedback from a 60 may include or otherwise be associated with a time - to - live 
receiving device to find the highest rate less than or equal to ( TTL ) value , a value indicative of how recently the entry 
the given rate r _ { new } that is feasible in the current wireless was updated . For example , if a device updates an entry of the 
environment . As described in detail in the following sub - device ' s history table , the device may also set a TTL value 
section , in some embodiments , the Rate _ Selector module associated with ( e . g . , in the same row , or as an attribute of 
may return r _ { cur } ( the highest rate less than or equal to the 65 the same object or data structure element ) that entry to the 
given rate that is currently feasible ) and p _ { cur } ( the target maximum value , indicating the maximum time over which 
TPL ) by reference to the Rate _ Allocation module . The the value will be given weight when determining the feasi 
18 
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bility of future rates . In some embodiments , the maximum Further , in some embodiments , the Rate _ Selector module 
TTL value may be one of the following : 1 ) Less than 1 may adaptively change the criteria for a close match depend 
second when several highly mobile devices are present in ing on historical data and the accuracy of the history table at 
the vicinity ; 2 ) More than 1 second when only a few mobile estimating the rate region and rate feasibility . For example , 
devices are present in the vicinity ; or 3 ) Adaptively calcu - 5 if rate feasibility estimates are over 90 % accurate , the 
lated based on historical data ( e . g . , accuracy of history table snooped value of rssi _ { other } may be considered close to an 
or rate region estimate ) . entry of the history table only if it is within 3 dB ( or some 
The entry may also include or otherwise be associated other units ) of the corresponding value in the entry of the 
with context values indicative of the feasibility of a rate history table . In another example , if rate feasibility estimates 
subject to other parameters , e . g . , at a transmit power , in the are 90 % accurate , the snooped value of r _ { other may be 
presence of an amount of interference . For instance , a device considered close to an entry of the history table only if it less 
( e . g . , the device maintaining the history table ) may have than , equal to , or one level more than the corresponding 
tried to use rate r _ { new and transmit power - level ( TPL ) value in the entry of the history table . In some instances , 
p _ { new } in the presence of rssi _ { other } interference from 16 searching with the above constraints may yield several close 
another transmitter while the other transmitter was using rate matches in the history table . The Search _ History _ Table 
$ r _ { other } $ . Within a row , a 0 in the Feasible column may sub - module of the Rate _ Selector module may then find the 
depict that such a combination was infeasible whereas a 1 closest match among the close matches ( e . g . by using the 
may depict that such a combination was feasible . In other closeness of individual values , TTL of entries being con 
embodiments , other data structures may associate feasibility 20 sidered , priority of the wireless device , queue - length of the 
information with transmission parameters in other ways . wireless device , value of r _ { new } being tried , etc . ) to 
Further , since a transmitter node may have several destina determine the feasibility of the three values being used in 
tions , the history table may also record the source and this example ( i . e . r _ { new } , r _ { other } , and rssi _ { other } ) . 
destination addresses and associate those addresses with the Again referring to Table 2 , in this embodiment , the 
above described values . 25 Rate _ Selector module may determine if * r _ { cur } is greater 
Again referring to Table 2 , in some embodiments , in order than r _ { new } , and in response ( e . g . , solely in response to 
to search the history table , a device may use values for this determination , or in response to this determination and 
r _ { new } , r _ { other } , and rssi _ { other } to identify one or more other factors ) , the Rate _ Selector module may determine that 
records of the history table . These values may be obtained r _ { new } is feasible . The device may then determine the 
with a variety of techniques . For example , r _ { new could be 30 value of TPL p _ { new } , which is a proposed new transmit 
provided to the Rate _ Selector module by the Rate _ Alloca - power - level . In some embodiments , the Rate _ Selector mod 
tion module described above . The other values , r _ { other } ule may obtain p _ { new } from the history table when search 
and rssi _ { other } , which may correspond to the strongest ing the history table by using the Search _ History _ Table 
interferer , may be obtained by snooping the preamble of an sub - module . It should be noted that , in this embodiment , 
interfering frame ( or the entire interfering frame and the 35 p _ { new } is passed by reference and can be filled in by the 
corresponding acknowledgment ) . In some embodiments , sub - module if a feasible close - enough match is found ) If a 
r _ { other ) , and rssi _ { other } may characterize the strongest close enough feasible match exists in the history table , the 
interferer . In other embodiments , the snooping receiver may obtained value of p _ { new } may be the new transmit power 
be capable of multi - packet reception , and packets from level . The TPL of closely matched entries in the history table 
multiple interfering devices may be snooped or otherwise 40 is / are an indicator of a potentially feasible TPL , but some 
obtained for use with the history table . Snooping may be records may become stale before their expiry due to drastic 
performed by the Rate _ Selector module using the MAC ! changes in the wireless environment . In some embodiments , 
PHY / Radio hardware of the underlying wireless chipset even when a close enough match is found in the history 
( examples of wireless chipsets include , but are not limited table , the Rate _ Selector module described in Table 2 may 
to , 802 . 11 chipsets , Bluetooth chipsets , UWB chipsets , 45 perform a relatively quick feasibility test to improve robust 
WiGig chipsets , etc . ) . Once a device has all three values , the ness . In this example , feasibility may be determined by 
Rate _ Selector module of the device may search the history actually transmitting a frame at rate r _ { new } and transmit 
table for a close enough match to check whether the com - power - level p _ { new ) , and receiving any ACK frame from 
bination of rates and powers is feasible in the current intended receiver . If an ACK is received , the feasibility 
wireless environment . In some embodiments , the device 50 indication from the history table for the combination of 
may define what constitutes a close match conservatively at r _ { new } and p _ { new } may be considered as accurate . If no 
the start . For example , the snooped value of rssi _ { other ACK is received , the feasibility indication from the history 
may be considered close to an entry of the history table only table for the combination of r _ { new } and p _ { new } may be 
if it exactly matches the corresponding value in the entry of considered as inaccurate ; moreover , the corresponding entry 
the history table . In another example , the snooped value of 55 of the history table could be deleted , updated , or invalidated 
r _ other } may be considered close to an entry of the history to prevent further errors in estimating rate feasibility . 
table only if it is less than or equal to the corresponding If no feasible match exists in the history table ( e . g . , if val 
value in the entry of the history table . In some embodiments , equals NOT _ FOUND ) , the Rate _ Selector module may 
searching with the above constraints may yield several close determine a TPL by using * p _ { cur } TPL to transmit data , 
matches in the history table . The Search _ History _ Table 60 sensing ACK signals from a receiving device indicating 
sub - module of the Rate _ Selector module can then find the receipt , and gradually reducing the power of subsequent data 
closest match among the close matches ( e . g . by using the transmissions until the TPL reaches the reaches a relatively 
closeness of individual values , TTL of entries being con - low feasible amount , e . g . , by reducing until no ACK is 
sidered , priority of the wireless device , queue - length of the received and backing off . This approach , in some embodi 
wireless device , value of r _ { new } being tried , etc . ) to 65 ments , is believed to be advantageous because , if 
determine the feasibility of the three values being used in * r _ { cur } > r _ { new } , the target TPL p _ { new will often be 
this example ( i . e . r _ { new } , r _ { other } , and rssi _ { other } ) . less than or equal to * $ p _ { cur } . 
a ) 
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In some embodiments , the Rate _ Selector module may the history table , the Rate _ Selector module may measure the 
use , e . g . , exchange control and data signals with and request channel to test the feasibility of the given rate 
operations by , the following sub - modules : In this embodiment , measurement is performed by calling 
1 . A Snoop _ Next _ Frame module , which in some embodi the Channel _ Measurement module . The Channel _ Measure 
ments may snoops frame ( i . e . data , control , management , 5 ment module may test rates for a variety of different modules 
etc . frames ) being exchanged between other wireless when those modules are in need of an indication of channel 
devices . Snooping may provide the following information measurements . In some embodiments , the Channel _ Mea 
about the frames : a ) RSSI / SNR / SINR / CQI of snooped frame surement module may be passed r _ { new } ( the rate to be 
at the snooping wireless device ; b ) absolute transmit power tested ) by value and p _ { new by reference . In some embodi 
that was used at the transmitter of the snooped frame ( e . g . 10 ments , the Rate _ Selector module may pass the value 
this could be included in the snooped frame ; or it could be of * p _ { cur } as p _ { new } to the Channel _ Measurement mod 
based on information gathered from other frames transmit - ule . This approach , in some embodiments , is believed to be 
ted by the same transmitted at a different instant of time , advantageous because , if * r _ { cur } < r _ ( new ) , the corre 
such as beacons ) ; c ) physical - layer rate of snooped frame ; d sponding TPL p _ { new } will often be greater than or equal 
length of snooped frames ( e . g . in units of bytes ; or in units 15 to * p _ { cur } . As is explained later , Channel _ Measurement 
of time ) ; e ) source , destination , or relay MAC / IP addresses may then increment p _ { new } to the target value . 
associated with the snooped frame ; f ) and other Radio / Again referring to Table 2 , if channel measurement per 
Baseband / MAC / Network / Transport / Application layer infor - formed by the Channel _ Measurement module indicates that 
mation associated with the snooped frame , such as number the given rate is not feasible in the current wireless envi 
of antennas , beam - forming weights , absolute transmit 20 ronment , the history table may be updated to reflect the 
power , topology estimate , schedule , estimated latency / jitter , infeasibility for future reference , e . g . , by the Update _ His 
timeouts , application - ID , etc . tory Table module . Moreover , if another rate exists between 
2 . A Search _ History _ Table , which in some embodiments r _ { new } and * r _ { cur } , the same or a similar process could 
may search the history table for the closest match based on be repeated with the lower rate to check whether the lower 
inputs / parameters provided . If a match is found , indicates 25 rate is feasible . If channel measurement done by the Chan 
whether the input rate is feasible based on cataloging of nel _ Measurement module indicates that the given rate is 
historical feasibility data . If no match is found , indicates that feasible in the current wireless environment , the Rate Se 
no match currently exists . lector module may receive the target TPL p _ { new } from the 
3 . A TX _ Frame module , which in some embodiments Channel _ Measurement module . In some embodiments , the 
may transmits a data frame at a given ( maximum ) rate and 30 Rate _ Selector module may then update * r _ { cur } to contain 
power using the MAC / Baseband / Radio hardware of the the highest rate ( less than or equal to the originally provided 
underlying wireless chipset . In some embodiments , this rate ) that is feasible in the current wireless environment . The 
sub - module may transmit the data frame according to a Rate _ Selector module may also update * p _ { cur } to contain 
specified deterministic schedule . This sub - module also pro the target TPL for transmitting data frames at rate * r _ { cur } 
vides the result of transmission to the calling module / sub - 35 to the intended receiver . The updated values may then be 
module . Result can be estimated based on received ACK returned to the Rate _ Allocation module . 
frames or other channel - state measurements . Some embodiments measure the channel to test the fea 
4 . A Delete _ History _ Table module , which in some sibility of a given rate in the current wireless environment . 
embodiments may delete / invalidate ( close - enough ) entries In other embodiments , channel measurement may refer to 
from the history table corresponding to the inputs / param - 40 the process of obtaining the likelihood of a rate being 
eters provided . If no ( close - enough ) entries are found , this feasible in the current wireless environment . The likelihood 
sub - module will not modify the history table . estimate could take the hardware / software capabilities ( e . g . 
5 . An Update _ History _ Table module , which in some half - duplex , full - duplex , single - packet reception , multi 
embodiments may update ( close - enough ) entries from the packet reception , distributed , centralized , hybrid , etc . ) of the 
history table corresponding to the inputs / parameters pro - 45 wireless device ( i . e . the device executing the Channel _ Mea 
vided . If no ( close - enough ) entries are found , this sub - surement module ) into account . One way to facilitate chan 
module adds a new entry to the history table corresponding nel measurement is by using jamming ( or alternatively 
to the inputs / parameters provided . request ) frames . In some embodiments , a jamming frame 
6 . A Get _ Next _ Lower _ Rate , which in some embodiments may be used as a jamming signal , which is a signal that 
may gets the next lower physical - layer rate ( based on the 50 preempts other devices from transmitting data signals . In 
input physical - layer rate ) from the set / sub - set of available some other embodiments , the jamming frame may operate 
physical - layer rates . as a feedback signal from other wireless devices indicating 
Again referring to Table 2 , the Rate _ Selector module of whether a parallel transmission caused a collision for the 
this embodiment is also configured to address the case other wireless devices , as explained below . 
when * r _ { cur } < r _ ( new ) . ( As used herein , the symbols " < " , 55 Random access networks , such as 802 . 11 , use different 
“ > " , and " = " are intended to describe embodiments in which inter - frame spacings ( IFSs ) to facilitate MAC protocol 
the values on either side of the symbols are greater than , less design . IFS values are time slots between frames during 
then , or equal to one another as well as other embodiments which a device can transmit for a particular purpose to gain 
in which the values are approximately greater than or equal control of the wireless medium . If a device transmits in an 
to , approximately less than or equal to , or approximately 60 IFS slot , other devices waiting for a later slot will generally 
equal to one another , as the corresponding relationships are wait for the device to complete a transmission . Higher 
also generally applicable to approximate values . ) As before , priority transmissions have shorter IFS slots , allowing those 
if a close enough feasible match is found in the history table , transmissions to preempt lower priority transmissions . For 
as the term " close enough " is characterized above , the search example , a short IFS ( SIFS ) duration separates RTS , CTS , 
operation on the history table performed by the Search _ His - 65 DATA , and ACK frames . A slightly longer polling IFS 
tory _ Table module may provide the target TPL p _ { new } . ( PIFS ) duration separates previously transmitted frames 
However , if no close enough ( valid / fresh ) entry is found in from higher priority management frames . An even longer 
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distributed IFS ( DIFS ) duration separates previously trans do so without causing a collision , as other devices are using 
mitted frames from subsequent data frames . Thus by del - the wireless medium . Thus in this example , node 506 
egating different tasks to different IFSs , wireless networks transmits a jamming frame 530 JIFS time after the previous 
can be controlled , managed , and operated in a distributed frame 528 . Node 502 may receive the jamming frame and 
manner . Such a distributed architecture could provide a 5 could interpret the jamming frame based on its presence , its 
foundation for designing MAC protocols for mobile ad - hoc contents , its length , or the number of jamming frames 
networks . While current random - access wireless standards , received . For example , node 502 may interpret the jamming 
such as 802 . 11 , may not be ideal for mobile ad - hoc net frame transmitted by node 506 to mean that node 506 also works , certain embodiments implement suitable MAC pro wants to transmit , and thus node 502 should start using a tocols through the use of jamming frames or other jamming 10 different scheduling algorithm , such as randomized back - off , signals . In some implementations , the jamming frames are to co - exist with node 506 . Thus in this example jamming transmitted during a lesser IFS than data frames , an example frames do not break the management and control function of which is shown in a timing diagram of FIG . 9 , which ality of wireless networks , e . g . , 802 . 11 networks . Moreover , depicts transmissions by three nodes 502 , 504 , and 506 jamming frames may be used by nodes to send messages / vertically and time horizontally . 
In some embodiments , the jamming frames have a num requests to other nearby nodes without causing collisions 
ber of properties . For instance , the JIFS may be different and without waiting for a free DIFS . 
from the PIFS , or in other embodiments , the JIFS may be Some embodiments may use jamming frames to convey 
approximately equal to the PIFS . The jamming frames , in messages / requests between nodes without causing colli 
some embodiments , may be used for cooperation and coor - 20 sions . For example , some nodes may differentiate between 
dination between different groups of nodes : all nodes ; dif - collisions and being jammed . Moreover , in some implemen 
ferent base - stations ; transmitters using deterministic sched - tations , mechanisms such as exponential randomized back 
ules ; transmitters transmitting downlink frame ; transmitters off that are unfavorable for nodes that experience collisions 
when transmitting downlink frames . In some embodiments , are not expected to be affected by the use of jamming 
the jamming frames considered jamming signals , which may 25 frames . Furthermore , some embodiments may differentiate 
prompt certain behaviors in other wireless devices . In some between intentional jamming frames and traditional colli 
embodiments , jamming / request frames may be used by a sions , which is expected to help nodes detect the presence of 
wireless device to get other wireless devices to converge to hidden nodes , e . g . , nodes in range of hidden nodes can a specific schedule , converge to a specific asymmetric indicate to out of range nodes about the presence of hidden schedule , or converge to a specific route . 30 nodes using jamming frames . In some embodiments , the 
As shown in FIG . 9 , in some embodiments , a jamming Channel _ Measurement module ( and its established flow frame 530 may be scheduled for transmission jamming IFS counterpart ) may use jamming frames to facilitate channel ( JIFS ) time after the previous frame , e . g . , after ACK ( or measurements , as described below . acknowledgement ) signal 528 , as illustrated , or after the 
other signals 522 , 524 , or 526 . In this example , node 502 35 In some embodiments , jamming frames may be used for 
transmits data frames to node 504 . However , in this testing the feasibility of a given rate . For instance , a first 
example . data frames can only be transmitted DIFS time wireless device may attempt to transmit a frame at a first 
after any previous frame is done transmitting , during the data rate and a first transmit power - level . And a second 
designated IFS for that type of transmission . If another wireless device may be transmitting frames without using 
device begins transmitting prior to the onset of the DIFS , in 40 randomized back - off . When testing the feasibility of a rate , 
this example , the other device gains control of the wireless the first device may attempt to transmit frames in parallel 
medium , and other devices will wait until the next appro - with the second device . If the first device receives no ACK 
priate IFS after that transmission for the type of transmis - from its intended receiver , the first device may increase the 
sions that they have in queue , assuming that yet another transmit power - level by a single step , or other variable 
device does not transmit during an earlier portion of that IFS 45 increment , and retransmits the frame . As the first device tries 
and seize control of the wireless medium . This IFS protocol to test the feasibility of the first data rate , the first device may 
is followed so that higher priority management and control cause collisions for the second device . And when the second 
frames can be exchanged to keep the wireless network device senses a number of collisions , e . g . , more than a 
functional and stable , though other embodiments may threshold or more than a threshold rate of collisions or 
achieve this result with other techniques . Other techniques 50 change in the rate of collisions , in response ( e . g . , solely in 
used by other embodiments may include the following : 1 ) response to such a determination , or in response to such a 
generally simultaneous or concurrent out - of - band transmis - determination and other factors ) , the second device could 
sion , where out - of - band corresponds to a different orthogo - start sending jamming frames . These jamming frames may 
nal domain , such as in a different frequency , time - slot , code , potentially jam the channel for the first device , thereby 
etc . ; 2 ) generally simultaneous or concurrent in - band trans - 55 preempting additional data frame transmissions by the first 
missions for wireless devices to and / or from wireless device by seizing control of the wireless medium prior to the 
devices with multi - frame or multi - packet reception and / or onset of the DIFS . If the first device senses a jam , e . g . , by 
transmission capability , where in - band corresponds to in the receiving a jamming signal during the JIFS , the first device 
same orthogonal domain , such as in the same frequency , may conclude in response that the given rate is not feasible . 
time - slot , code , etc . , and 3 ) generally simultaneous or con - 60 If no jamming frames are received at the first device from 
current in - band transmissions for wireless devices to or ( i . e . , the second device within a pre - determined amount of time 
and / or ) from wireless devices with full - duplex reception or ( or an amount of time dynamically or otherwise deter 
transmission capability , where in - band corresponds to in the mined ) , the first device may conclude that the first data rate 
same orthogonal domain , such as in the same frequency , is feasible at the estimated transmit power - level and update 
time - slot , code , etc . 65 a transmission history table of the first device and continue 
In the example of FIG . 10 , node 506 may suddenly want transmitting at the feasible rate . In other embodiments , other 
to start transmitting data frames . However , node 506 cannot signals may operate as the feedback signal , e . g . , an out - of 
23 
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band signal on a different channel , or data encoded in a occurred and that the previous rate is infeasible . In the 
beacon , for instance , may signal to other wireless devices embodiment of Table 3 , these jamming frames are expected 
that a collision occurred . to jam the channel for the first device , thereby preempting 
As mentioned above , the Channel _ Measurement module transmissions of data frames by the first device . If the first 
may be implemented in support of various channel mea - 5 device senses a jam , e . g . , by receiving a jamming frame 
surement algorithms . In some embodiments of this module , during the JIFS from the second device , the first device may 
if the given rate is feasible , the Channel _ Measurement respond by it concluding that the given rate presently in use 
module may return 1 by value and the target TPL by by the first device is not feasible and the Channel _ Measure reference . If the given rate is not feasible , the Channel _ Mea ment module may return a 0 to the caller Rate _ Selector surement module may return a O by value and the infeasible 10 
TPL by reference . A first example of a channel measurement module . Thus , the first device may receive a feedback signal 
algorithm ( CM1 ) is described below in Table 3 with refer indicative of whether parallel transmissions by the first 
ence to a first embodiment of a Channel _ Measurement device and another device caused a collision for the other 
module . In the CM1 embodiment , the Channel _ Measure device and , based at least in part on this feedback signal , the 
ment module may use jamming frames to test the feasibility 15 Channel _ Measurement module of the first device may select 
of a rate in the current wireless environment . a physical - layer rate . 
TABLE 3 
Algorithm 3 Channel Measurement Algorithm 1 ( CM1 )
Uses jamming frames to test whether rate Inew is feasible in the current wireless environ 
ment . 
Channel _ Measurement ( rnews * Pnew ) 
our Flow = TX _ Frame ( Inew * Pnew ) ; 
while our Flow ! = ACK do 
if our Flow = = NO _ ACK then 
if * Pnew = = MAX _ POWER then 
return 0 ; 
end if 
* Pnew = * Pnew + 1 ; 
else if our Flow = = JAMMED then 
return 0 ; 
end if 
our Flow = TX _ Frame ( ?new > * Pnew ) ; 
end while 
wait = JAM WAIT ; 
while wait > 0 do 
if TX _ Frame ( rnew , * Pnew ) = = JAMMED then 
return 0 ; 
end if 
wait = wait - 1 ; 
end while 
return 1 ; 
40 
The operation of the CM1 embodiment of Table 3 can be Again referring to Table 3 , if the first device receives an 
understood with reference to an example scenario in which ACK for a sent frame , the first device may respond by trying 
a first device tries to transmit a frame at rate r _ { new } and to transmit JAM _ WAIT number of frames at rate r _ { new } 
TPL * p _ { new } . In this example , a second device may be 45 and the target TPL * p _ { new } while waiting for any jamming 
transmitting frames without using randomized back - off . In frames from the second device . This extra step may be 
some scenarios , randomized back - off may be avoided by employed in some embodiments because the second device 
facilitating parallel transmissions that interfere with one may take some time to detect enough collisions before 
another , but not so much as to cause a collision . When transmitting jamming frames . If the first device receives a 
testing the feasibility of a rate , a first device may attempt to 50 jamming frame during this step , the first device , e . g . , a 
transmit frames in parallel with the second device . If the first Channel _ Measurement module in the first device , may 
device receives no ACK from the intended recipient of respond by determining that the given rate is not feasible and 
frames transmitted by the first device , the Channel _ Mea - may return a zero to the caller module Rate _ Selector . If the 
surement module of the first device may respond by increas - first device transmits an additional JAM _ WAIT frames and 
ing the TPL by a single step ( or other increment ) and the first 55 receives no jamming frames from the second device , the first 
device may retransmit the frame . TPL may be increased by device may respond by determining that the given rate is 
the Channel Measurement module until an ACK is received feasible at the estimated TPL and returns a 1 to the 
up to a maximum of MAX _ POWER . As the first device tries Rate _ Selector module . 
to test the feasibility of rate r _ { new } , the first device may Table 4 below depicts the operation of another example of 
cause collisions for the second device . When the second 60 a Channel _ Measurement module . The example Chan 
device senses a few collisions ( e . g . , more than a threshold , nel _ Measurement module shown in Table 4 differs from the 
more than a threshold rate of collisions , or more than a previous embodiment in how the Channel Measurement 
threshold change in a rate of collisions ) , the second device module measures the channel and tests the feasibility of a 
may respond by transmitting jamming frames , or other given rate in the current wireless environment . The Chan 
preemption signals or feedback signals . The first device may 65 nel _ Measurement module of Table 4 may implement 
sense collisions by receiving the jamming frames or other another example of a channel measurement algorithm , 
signals and , in response , determining that a collision referred to as CM2 . While in certain implementations of the 
25 
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previously described CM1 embodiment the onus was on the Next _ SEQ _ Bit module to extract the SEQ - bit from ACK1 . 
transmitter of the established flow to indicate infeasibility to The Get _ Next _ SEQ _ Bit module , in some embodiments , 
the new transmitter by transmitting jamming frames or other may be configured to do the following : 
feedback signals , CM2 makes the new transmitter do most 1 . The Get _ Next _ SEQ _ Bit sub - module may be called by 
of the work when testing the feasibility of a new rate . In 5 another module / sub - module on the device , such as the 
some embodiments , in the Frame Control field of the ACK Channel Measurement module in this example . In some 
frame , e . g . , in certain 802 . 11 ACK frames , there may be embodiments , no input may be provided to the Get _ 
several unused bits , such as TODS , FromDS , Retry , More Next _ SEQ _ Bit sub - module . 
Data , Protected Frame , and Order bits . In some embodi 2 . The Get _ Next _ SEQ _ Bit sub - module may continue 
ments , one of the unused bits may be used as a sequence 10 listening / sensing / receiving on the wireless channel until an 
( SEQ ) bit , which indicates the sequential relationship ACK frame is snooped or until a timeout occurs for the 
between at least two frames , e . g . , whether one frame was sub - module . 
transmitted before another consecutive frame , or the relative 3 . If an ACK frame is snooped , in response , the 
sequence of transmission of three consecutive or non - con - Get _ Next _ SEQ _ Bit sub - module may extracts the SEQ - bit 
secutive frames . In CM2 , the Channel _ Measurement mod - 15 from the snooped ACK frame and returns it to the caller , 
ule may use the SEQ - bit of ACK frames to facilitate efforts such as the Channel _ Measurement module in this example . 
by another transmitter to test the feasibility of a given rate 4 . If an ACK frame is not snooped before the sub - module 
in the current wireless environment . In other embodiments , timeout ( e . g . in some embodiments , this timeout could be 
sequence may be indicated without use of a sequence bit . configured as 5 ms ) occurs , in response the Get _ Next _ SE 
For instance , in certain embodiments , if fragmentation is 20 Q _ Bit sub - module may return an error code indicating that 
turned off a receiver may copy the Sequence Control field of no ACK was snooped to the caller , such as the Chan 
the received data frame and place it into the duration field of nel _ Measurement module in this example . 
the ACK that the receiver transmits to signal reception of a The Channel _ Measurement module may assign the 
frame from another device to the other device . As explained extracted SEQ - bit value to the variable oldSEQBit , thereby 
below , changes in the sequence bit or other sequence indi - 25 storing the value in memory , as occurs during the other 
cator may provide feedback to devices transmitting in par - operations described herein whereby a value is assigned to 
allel regarding whether the parallel transmission is feasible . a variable . 
TABLE 4 
Algorithm 4 Channel Measurement Algorithm 2 ( CM2 ) 
Uses the SEQ - bit of ACK frames to test whether rate Inew is feasible in the 
current wireless environment . 
Channel _ Measurement ( ?new * Pnew ) 
oldSEQBit = Get _ Next _ SEQ _ Bit ( ) ; 
while 1 do 
our Flow = TX _ Frame ( rnew * Pnew ) ; 
newSEQBit = Get _ Next _ SEQ _ Bit ( ) ; 
if oldSEQBit = = - 1 | | newSEQBit = = - 1 | | newSEQBit = = oldSEQBit then 
if ourFlow = = NO _ ACK then 
if * Pnew = = MAX _ POWER then 
return 0 ; 
end if 
* Pnew = * Pnew + 1 ; 
else 
return 1 ; 
end if 
else 
return 0 ; 
end if 
oldSEQBit = newSEQBit 
end while 
50 
The operation of the Channel _ Measurement module of Next , as illustrated in FIG . 11 , Node _ 3 may transmit Data 
Table 4 can be explained with reference to the signal timing Frame 3 to Node _ 4 in parallel with a transmission by 
diagram of FIG . 10 . In FIG . 10 , Node _ 3 has an instance of Node _ 1 of Data Frame 2 to Node _ 2 . In some scenarios and 
the Channel Measurement module implementing CM2 and embodiments , these parallel transmissions may occur at 
described in Table 4 . This Channel _ Measurement module 55 approximately the same time or during overlapping dura 
may establish the feasibility of a rate for Node _ 3 . As tions . The parallel transmissions by the two wireless devices 
illustrated , Node 1 transmits Data Frame 1 . This data frame to different recipient devices may use the same , approxi 
is received by Node _ 2 , which determines that the frame was mately the same , or overlapping resources of the wireless 
successfully received , and in response , transmits ACK 1 to medium . For instance , the parallel transmissions may use the 
acknowledge receipt of Data Frame 1 to Node _ 1 . 60 same or overlapping orthogonalizations , such that , for 
As described in Table 4 and depicted in FIG . 10 , Node _ 3 example , each transmission occurs at approximately the 
( e . g . , using a Get _ Next _ SEQ _ Bit sub - module of Node _ 3 same time , on approximately the same frequencies , using 
does the snooping as well ) may snoop ACK 1 ( e . g . , by approximately the same codes in the case of code division 
sensing whether other wireless devices , such as Node 1 and multiplexed signals . That is , in some embodiments , Data 
Node _ 2 , are exchanging an ACK signal , and receiving that 65 Frame 2 and Data Frame 3 may be interfering transmissions 
ACK signal ) . In response to receipt of ACK 1 , the Chan - from Node _ 1 and from Node _ 3 using the same or some of 
nel _ Measurement module of Node _ 3 may use a Get _ the same wireless transmission parameters . 
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Node _ 3 may attempt to evaluate the feasibility of the rate receivers and interfere ring transmitters may not be present 
and transmission power level with which Node _ 3 transmit when no ACK is snooped from nearby nodes . Additionally , 
ted Data Frame 3 by determining whether this transmission it should be noted that the present techniques are consistent 
caused a collision that prevented the Data Frame 2 trans - with scenarios in which Data Frame 2 and Data Frame 3 are 
mitted in parallel from being received . To this end , Node _ 3 5 different sizes . The ACK frame may be sent by a receiver 
may attempt to snoop the ACK 2 signal . Due to the parallel without using carrier sensing as long as the receiver receives 
transmissions , however , Node _ 3 may , in some instances , not the data frame correctly . Detecting successful reception of 
successfully snoop ACK 2 from Node _ 2 because node _ 3 parallel transmissions is believed to be beneficial for getting 
may also attempt to determine whether Data Frame 3 was more spatial reuse in wireless networks . Such approaches 
received by Node _ 4 by receiving the ACK 3 signal from 10 are expected to allow some interfering links to be turned on 
node _ 4 indicating successful receipt of Data Frame 3 . In in parallel , thus minimizing , or reducing , contention and 
some cases , however , Node _ 3 may be able to receive both maximizing , or increasing , utility of the scarce wireless 
ACK 2 and ACK 3 , and may skip the next step . spectrum . 
Again referring to both Table 4 and FIG . 11 , in some In some embodiments , an ACK may be transmitted by a 
scenarios , Node _ 3 may thus have no idea about whether 15 receiver taking the following into account : 
ACK 2 was transmitted from Node _ 2 to Node _ 1 , and thus , a . Estimated path / channel loss to corresponding transmit 
Node _ 3 may not know whether Data Frame 2 was success - ter . E . g . the transmit power - level of the ACK may be 
fully transmitted and received while it was busy transmitting adjusted based on this estimate , with higher path loss 
its own Data Frame 3 . If Node _ 3 receives ACK 3 , Node _ 3 tending to increase the transmit power - level . 
knows that its Data Frame 3 was successfully received by its 20 b . Rate used by corresponding transmitter to transmit 
intended receiver Node _ 4 . Node _ 3 may subsequently deter - corresponding data frame . For example , the transmit power 
mine whether the parallel transmission of data frame 3 level of the ACK may be adjusted based on this estimate , 
caused a collision that broke the flow from Node _ 1 to with a higher rate tending to cause a higher transmit power 
Node _ 2 . Thus , next Node _ 3 may snoop ACK 4 , the level . 
acknowledgment signal precipitated by receipt of the next 25 c . SEQ - bit ( or some other sequence identifier ) , power 
data frame , Data Frame 4 , transmitted by Node _ 1 . Node _ 3 level , rate , etc . used by snooping node when performing 
may pass data from the acknowledgment signal ACK 4 to channel measurements . For instance , the transmit power 
the Get _ Next _ SEQ _ Bit module to extract the SEQ - bit from level of the ACK may be adjusted based on this estimate . 
ACK4 , and then assign the extracted SEQ - bit value to the This may further help the snooping node ( e . g . the Chan 
variable newSEQBit . 30 nel _ Measurement module in the snooping node ) perform 
Again referring to both Table 4 and FIG . 11 , in operation channel measurements . 
in a scenario in which the oldSEQBit is equal to 0 , the value In some other embodiments , ACKs may be processes 
of newSEQBit could either be 0 or 1 . If newSEQBit is o , according to the following rules : 
node _ 3 may determine that the transmission of data frame 3 d . The Snoop _ Next _ Frame in Rate _ Selector module may 
did not break the flow from Node _ 1 to Node _ 2 in time slot 35 snoop DATA and / or ACK ( depending on which is available ) . 
2 because the next frame transmitted by Node _ 1 , data frame Depending on whichever is available , snooping of such 
4 , is fresh or is a different data frame , as indicated by the frames is expected to help estimate the likelihood of the 
sequence bit having returned back to zero . If Node _ 3 did not feasibility of a rate in advance . 
receive ACK 3 from Node _ 4 in time slot 2 , Node _ 3 may e . In some embodiments , a DATA frame may not be 
repeat the ACK snooping process while using a higher TPL . 40 snooped by a snooping node , but the corresponding ACK 
Otherwise Node _ 3 ( e . g . , the Channel _ Measurement module may be snooped by the snooping node . If the transmit 
of Node _ 3 ) may conclude that the given rate is feasible and power - level of the ACK transmitted by a receiver takes the 
returns 1 to the caller module Rate _ Selector . If newSEQBit physical - layer rate used by the corresponding transmitter of 
is 1 , Node 3 may determine that the transmission of data the DATA frame into account , the following may occur in 
frame 3 in parallel with the transmission of data frame 2 45 some embodiments : 1 ) The snooping node may estimate the 
broke the flow from Node _ 1 to Node _ 2 because Data Frame physical - layer rate used by the transmitter of the DATA 
4 is a retransmission of Data Frame 2 , as indicated by the frame from the RSSI /SNR / SINR / CQI of the snooped ACK ; 
sequence bit not having returned back to zero . Thus , Node _ 3 and 2 ) In some embodiments , the snooping node may also 
( e . g . , the Channel Measurement module of Node 3 ) may need to have a path / channel loss estimate from the trans 
conclude that the rate is not feasible and returns a 0 to the 50 mitter of the ACK frame beforehand . This could be facili 
caller module Rate _ Selector based , at least in part , on the tated , for example , via beacon frames , or by inclusion of the 
change or absence of change of a sequence indicator signal . absolute transmit power - level in the ACK frame itself . 
While the present embodiments are described with refer - f . In some embodiments , ACK frames may only contain 
ence to a sequence bit , other embodiments may use other the MAC address of the corresponding transmitted of the 
sequence identifiers . For example , a multi - bit sequence 55 DATA frame . The snooping node may use this information 
identifier may identify a sequence with which frames are to to further improve the accuracy of channel measurements . 
be transmitted in a longer string of consecutive frames . As g . In some embodiments , ACK frames may be augmented 
with the one bit example , in these embodiments , collisions to include the MAC address of the transmitter of the ACK 
may be detected in the Channel _ Measurement module by frame and the MAC address of the receiver of the ACK 
determining whether a parallel transmission prevented the 60 frame . E . g . 802 . 11n Block ACK and Block ACK Request 
reception of a data frame exchange by other devices by frames have both MAC addresses . Such augmentations may 
examining whether subsequent acknowledgment frames further improve the accuracy of channel measurements . 
indicate the absence of the sequence indicator having been In some embodiments , other aspects of signals may serve 
incremented . as the feedback signal indicating feasibility . For instance , 
Again referring to both Table 4 and FIG . 11 , in some 65 nodes may use data frames of two different sizes to facilitate 
embodiments , the Get _ Next _ SEQ _ Bit module returns a - 1 checking of feasibility of a rate in the current wireless 
if no ACK is snooped from a nearby node . Vulnerable environment . If a collision occurs , the same size frame may 
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be sent again . If a collision does not occur , the next data as before is retransmitted . Alternating frame size may allow 
frame sent may use the other size . A first node that is testing other transmitters to sense stale frames and detect any 
the feasibility of a rate may snoop frames from a second collisions that they may have been caused in the previous 
node that indicate the size of a first data frame being time slots . The other transmitters may snoop the frames , 
transmitted by the second node . The first node then may 5 determine the size of the frames , and if the sequence of sizes 
subsequently transmit a second data frame in parallel with a does not change during a parallel transmission , in response , 
third data frame being transmitted by the second node . After determine that the parallel transmission cost a collision and 
that , the first node may try to snoop frames from the second was unfeasible . The duration field of the RTS and CTS 
node that indicate the size of a fourth data frame being frames may be calculated based on the size of the following 
transmitted by the second node . If the second data frame 10 data frame . If the rate used remains the same , the duration 
from the first node collided with the third data frame from is expected to be different for data frames of different sizes . 
the second node , the fourth data frame transmitted by the Thus , in this example , the frame size may serve as a 
second node may be the same size as the third data frame . sequence indicator that provides feedback . It should be 
In particular , if a collision had occurred between the second noted that the Get _ Next _ RTS _ Duration or Get _ Next _ 
data frame and the third data frame , the fourth data frame 15 CTS _ Duration modules return a - 1 if no RTS or CTS is 
may not be the same size as the first data frame . If no snooped from a nearby node . Potential interferers or vul 
collision had occurred between the second data frame and nerable receivers may not be present when no RTS or CTS 
the third data frame , the fourth data frame may be the same is snooped from nearby nodes . 
TABLE 5 
Algorithm 5 Channel Measurement Algorithm 3 ( CM3 )
This algorithm uses frames of size FRAME _ SIZE _ 1 bytes and size FRAME _ SIZE _ 2 bytes 
alternatingly to test whether rate Inew is feasible in the current wireless environment . If a 
collision occurs , the same frame is sent again . 
Channel _ Measurement ( Inew , * Pnew ) 
oldDuration = Get _ Next _ RTS _ Duration ( ) ; 
if oldDuration = = - 1 then 
oldDuration = Get _ Next _ CTS _ Duration ( ) ; 
duration Flag = 1 ; 
else 
durationFlag = 0 ) ; 
end if 
while 1 do 
ourFlow = TX _ Frame ( ?news * Pnew ) ; 
if duration Flag = = 0 then 
new Duration = Get _ Next _ RTS _ Duration ( ) ; 
else 
new Duration = Get _ Next _ CTS _ Duration ( ) ; 
end if 
if oldDuration = = - 1 | | newDuration = = - 1 | | new Duration = = oldDuration then 
if our Flow = = NO ACK then 
if * pnew = = MAX _ POWER then 
return 0 ; 
end if 
* Pnew = * Pnew + 1 ; 
else 
return 1 ; 
end if 
else 
return 0 ; 
end if 
oldDuration = new Duration 
end while 
size as the first data frame . As long as the first node can As shown in Table 5 , similar to snooping of ACKs to 
snoop the size of the first data frame and the fourth data extract the SEQ - bit in CM2 , a node that is testing the 
frame , in some embodiments , the first node may determine feasibility of a rate may use CM3 to snoop either RTS or 
whether a collision occurred between the second data frame CTS frames and extracts the duration field in order to 
and the third data frame . If no collision occurred between the 55 synchronize a sequence indicator in memory with the 
second data frame and the third data frame , the first node sequence indicator presently used during exchanges 
may determine that the data rate and transmit power - level between other nodes . After synchronizing the sequence 
that it used for the second data frame is feasible in the indicator in memory with the sequence indicator used by the 
current wireless environment . other nodes , the node may transmit a data frame in parallel 
A third example Channel _ Measurement module imple - 60 with pre - existing flows . In some embodiments , 802 . 11 
menting another channel measurement algorithm ( CM3 ) is devices may not be able to transmit and receive at the same 
described in Table 5 below . The Channel Measurement time . In such embodiments , the device attempting to trans 
module of this embodiment may transmit fresh frames using mit in parallel may snoop either RTS or CTS frames in 
size FRAME _ SIZE _ 1 bytes and size FRAME _ SIZE _ 2 subsequent transmissions between the other nodes to detect 
bytes alternatingly to facilitate efforts by another transmitter 65 any collisions that it may have caused during the parallel 
to test the feasibility of a given rate in the current wireless transmission . The subsequently snooped sequence indicators 
environment . If a collision occurs , a frame of the same size may be compared with the synchronized sequence indicator 
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stored in memory to determine whether the parallel trans - feasible at that instant of time , the receiver may not reply 
mission caused a collision and prevented the sequence back with a CTS frame to the transmitter . In some other 
indicator from incrementing in the transmissions between embodiments , the receiver may reply back with a CTS 
the other nodes . CM3 is an extension of CM2 and CM1 that frame , indicating that the transmitter ' s subsequent DATA 
is believed to be more robust in certain scenarios . In some 5 frame may not be feasible in the current wireless environ 
embodiments , ACK , RTS and CTS frames may be robustly ment . The CTS may also include a likelihood value esti 
modulated using a lower PHY rate and thus can be decoded mated at the receiver ( e . g . percentage value representing 
by relatively distant nodes . In contrast , an ACK may not be likelihood of success ; percentage value representing likeli 
received and decoded by all potential interferers , as might hood of failure ; ratio representing likelihood of success ; 
occur in a manifestation of the hidden node problem . CM3 10 ratio representing likelihood of failure ) . On receiving the 
is expected to mitigate this problem to some extent by using CTS frame , transmitter may determine whether to transmit 
the larger combined coverage of the RTS and CTS frames . the subsequent DATA frame based on the likelihood value or 
The present technique is not limited to the use of different some other indication . 
frame sizes to indicate sequence . Other properties of the Such an approach is expected to make channel measuring 
frames may be modified or selected to indicate the sequence 15 faster and more accurate than certain other approaches . 
of the frames . For example , nodes may encode a sequence In some embodiments , topology estimation may provide 
indicator in one of the unused bits in the RTS and CTS a node an approximate indication of where the surrounding 
frames as a SEQ - bit . nodes are located and how the surrounding nodes are 
The example channel measurement algorithms presented configured . An estimate of the locations of nearby nodes 
above place most of the burden of identifying feasible rates 20 ( e . g . , nodes with a wireless distance close enough that the 
on transmitters . However , in some embodiments , receivers nodes may receive a transmission of a data frame ) may help 
can aid their transmitters in channel measurement and the node use the wireless spectrum and other network 
estimation of rate feasibility . For example , in some embodi - resources more efficiently . Moreover , in some embodiments , 
ments , a transmitter may transmit an RTS signal to its a node may use an estimated topology of the wireless 
intended receiver , and in response to receipt of the RTS 25 network to predict the feasibility of a physical - layer rate in 
signal , the receiver may determine whether to reply with a the current wireless environment . 
CTS based on its own estimate of rate feasibility . In some embodiments , the topology of a wireless network 
In some embodiments , the receiver may determine may be estimated as follows : 
whether to reply with a CTS based on its own estimate of 1 . The topology of other wireless devices may be esti 
rate feasibility with the following steps : 30 mated at a wireless device using management , control , and 
1 . Receive RTS at the receiver from the transmitter , e . g . , data frames received from the other wireless device . For 
with an indication of the physical - layer rate to be used in the example , beacon frames received from the other wireless 
subsequent DATA frame ; the length of the subsequent DATA devices may be used to estimate their topology relative to the 
frame ; and the transmit power - level to be used in the wireless device . Beacon frames may be transmitted by other 
subsequent DATA frame . 35 wireless devices periodically to alert surrounding devices of 
2 . The receiver may maintain a history table ( e . g . cata - their presence . In some embodiments , topology estimates 
loging of feasible rates for transmission / reception in the may consist of relative distance ; relative wireless distance ; 
current wireless environment ; cataloging of feasible rates for absolute distance ; absolute wireless distance ; relative direc 
transmission / reception in the current wireless environment tion ; relative wireless direction ; absolute direction ; absolute 
for transmission to and reception from the transmitter in this 40 wireless direction . In some embodiments , a beacon frame 
example ; cataloging of estimated rate region for transmis - may include the absolute transmit power - level used by the 
sion and reception ; or cataloging of estimated rate region for transmitter when transmitting the beacon frame . When the 
transmission to and reception from the transmitter in this wireless device receives such a beacon frame , based on the 
example ) . indication of the absolute transmit power - level used and the 
3 . Based on the received RTS frame and any other 45 RSSI / SNR / SINR / CQI with which the beacon was received 
indications , the receiver may determine that the subsequent at the receiver , the wireless device may measure the path 
transmission of the DATA frame by the transmitter may or loss or channel - loss between the transmitter of the beacon 
may not be feasible at that instant of time . Feasibility may frame and the wireless device . The measured path - loss or 
be determined based on the following : the likelihood of channel - loss estimate may then be used as an indication of 
success for the transmitter ' s transmission ; or ( i . e . , and / or ) 50 the relative wireless distance . In some embodiments , the 
the likelihood of success for other transmissions that may be wireless device may have several radio antennas . When the 
occurring at that instant of time in the neighborhood of the wireless device receives a beacon frame , the wireless device 
receiver . may measure the wireless direction of the transmitter of the 
4 . If the receiver determines that the subsequent trans - beacon frame based on the following : the beam - forming 
mission of the DATA frame by the transmitter may be 55 weights used by the transmitter of the beacon frame , which 
feasible at that instant of time , in response , the receiver may may be used to estimate the relative wireless direction of the 
reply back with a CTS frame to the transmitter . The CTS transmitter at the wireless device ; and the received signal at 
frame may also include a likelihood value estimated at the each of the antennas of the wireless device , which may be 
receiver ( e . g . percentage value representing likelihood of based on the parameters used for maximal - ratio - combining 
success ; percentage value representing likelihood of failure ; 60 at the wireless device when receiving the beacon frame . This 
ratio representing likelihood of success ; ratio representing may be used to estimate the relative wireless direction of the 
likelihood of failure ) . On receiving the CTS frame , in transmitter at the wireless device . If the absolute orientation 
response , the transmitter may determine whether to transmit of the antennas on the wireless device is known ( e . g . in a 
the subsequent DATA frame based on the likelihood value or general - purpose processor ( e . g . , CPU ) in the wireless 
some other indication . 65 device ; in the computer program product being executed in 
5 . If the receiver determines that the subsequent trans - the wireless device ; in the memory of the wireless device ) , 
mission of the DATA frame by the transmitter may not be the absolute wireless direction of the transmitter at the 
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wireless device may be obtained using the same mechanisms collisions until after the wireless devices have transmitted an 
as were used to obtain the relative wireless direction , e . g . , entire data frame . Further , in embodiments in which data 
based on the same data . frames are relatively long , the cost of a collision is relatively 
2 . In some embodiments , the wireless device may have an high . Thus , in some embodiments , smaller frames may be 
estimate of the topology of nearby nodes . Based on the 5 exchanged to reserve some part of the shared wireless 
topology estimate of Wireless _ Device _ A at the wireless medium before transmitting long data frames . Some wire 
device ( e . g . wireless distance of Wireless _ Device _ A at the less standards , such as IEEE 802 . 11 , use Request - to - Send 
wireless device , wireless direction of Wireless _ Device _ A at ( RTS ) and Clear - to - Send ( CTS ) frame exchanges . In some 
the wireless device , RSSI / SNR / SINR / CQI / Beam - Forming - embodiments employing these standards , when a first node 
Weights / Maximal - Ratio - Combining - Parameters of frames 10 needs to transmit a long data frame to a second node , the first 
received from Wireless _ Device _ A at the wireless device ) , node may first transmit an RTS frame to the second node and 
the wireless device may determine a particular physical if the second node receives the RTS and senses no other 
layer rate to be feasible to / from / in - parallel with activity , or substantially no other activity , on the shared 
Wireless _ Device _ A at any given instant of time ( or in the channel ( e . g . , shared wireless medium resources ) , the sec 
current wireless environment ) . 15 ond node may respond by transmitting back a CTS frame . 
3 . If the wireless device determines that a particular The first node may receive the CTS frame , and in response , 
physical - layer rate may be feasible to / from / in - parallel with then transmit the long data frame . In some embodiments , the 
Wireless _ Device _ A , the wireless device may take appropri short frames may be less than 1 / 4 the size of the long frames . 
ate action . For example , if the wireless device determines Nearby nodes that sense ( e . g . , snoop ) either the RTS or CTS 
that a particular physical - layer rate may be feasible to 20 may , in response , wait for the subsequent data frame to be 
Wireless _ Device _ A , the wireless device may , in response , transmitted . Such mechanisms are expected to potentially 
subsequently transmit a data frame ( at the physical - layer reduce collisions and mitigate hidden node and exposed 
rate ) to Wireless _ Device _ A . An another example , if the node problems , though the present techniques are not lim 
wireless device determines that a particular physical - layer ited to systems employing these mechanisms . 
rate may be feasible from Wireless _ Device _ A , in response , 25 Absolutely reserving the wireless spectrum for a single 
the wireless device may respond with a CTS frame to any transmission is not a very efficient use of the wireless 
RTS frame sent by Wireless _ Device _ A ( effectively allowing spectrum . Since wireless spectrum is limited , in other 
Wireless _ Device _ A to transmit any subsequent data frame embodiments , spectrum is used more aggressively to get 
at the physical - layer rate ) . In some embodiments , the wire - higher performance , e . g . , a higher aggregate bit rate . In some 
less device may determine that a particular physical - layer 30 embodiments , multiple interfering wireless transmissions 
rate may be feasible in - parallel - with Wireless _ Device _ A ' s occur in parallel without causing collisions . As mentioned 
transmission and / or reception , and in response , the wireless above , multiple transmissions may be facilitated in parallel 
device may subsequently transmit a data frame ( at the by testing the feasibility of rates using channel measure 
physical - layer rate ) in - parallel - with Wireless _ Device _ A . ments . In other words , with the capability of estimating the 
4 . If the wireless device determines that a particular 35 rate region , nodes of some embodiments may decide 
physical - layer rate may not be feasible to / from / in - parallel - whether they can transmit in parallel with the other nodes 
with Wireless _ Device _ A , in response , the wireless device that are currently transmitting on the same or overlapping 
may take appropriate action . For example , if the wireless resources of the wireless medium . As explained above , a rate 
device determines that a particular physical - layer rate may region may include combinations of rates , where each 
not be feasible to Wireless _ Device _ A , in response , the 40 combination includes several link rates that are simultane 
wireless device may not subsequently transmit a data frame ously feasible . Above , several techniques are described that , 
( at the physical - layer rate ) to Wireless _ Device _ A . In in some applications , facilitate efforts by the transmitter to 
another example , if the wireless device determines that a protect its transmissions ( e . g . by using jamming frames ) or 
particular physical - layer rate may not be feasible from to detect collisions caused by the transmissions ( e . g . by 
Wireless _ Device _ A , in response , the wireless device may 45 snooping frame sizes ) . In other embodiments , the receiver 
not respond with a CTS frame to any RTS frame sent by that receives frames may also facilitate efforts by the trans 
Wireless _ Device _ A ( effectively disallowing Wireless _ De mitter to determine whether a rate is feasible in the current 
vice _ A to transmit any subsequent data frame at the physi - wireless environment . 
cal - layer rate ) . In some embodiments , if the wireless device For example , when wireless devices are using the RTS / 
determines that a particular physical - layer rate may not be 50 CTS frame exchanges described above and similar variants , 
feasible in - parallel - with Wireless _ Device _ A ' s transmission the receiver may transmit a CTS frame at times other than 
and / or reception , and in response , the wireless device may just when the receiver senses no other transmission . More 
not subsequently transmit a data frame ( at the physical - layer over , in some embodiments , the receiver may not outright 
rate ) in - parallel - with Wireless _ Device _ A . reject the RTS from a potential transmitter in response to a 
Further , in some embodiments of a rate allocation module , 55 sensed transmission on the same or similar wireless 
the module may select a rate based on a function of the resources between other wireless devices . In some embodi 
queue - length , and this function may depend on the current ments , a receiver may use topology estimation , an estimate 
topology of nearby nodes and on how often the topology of the rate region , and snooping of frames to determine 
changes , e . g . , the rate of change of the topology . whether the rate the potential transmitter wants to use will be 
In another embodiment , data frames may be relatively 60 feasible . The rate the potential transmitter wants to use may 
large in size , e . g . , larger than 1000 bytes , larger than 1500 conveyed with a number of techniques , e . g . , the rate may be 
bytes , or larger than 2000 bytes . In a wireless network carried - in / indicated by the RTS ; or the first data frame ( for 
having several wireless devices , the wireless devices may instance using a low physical - layer rate ) in a block of data 
not be configured to receive what the other wireless devices frames may indicate the maximum physical - layer rate the 
are transmitting at any given time , e . g . , due to simultaneous 65 transmitter intends to use in the subsequent data frames ; or 
or concurrent transmissions . As a result , in some networks , beacons transmitted by the transmitter may indicate the 
certain wireless devices may not be capable of detecting maximum physical - layer rate the transmitter intends to use 
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in the subsequent inter - beacon time ; etc . If the receiver sub - carrier in an OFDM system ) signals to indicate feasi 
determines the rate that the potential transmitter wants to use bility of a physical - layer rate to other wireless devices . In 
is feasible , given any interfering transmissions currently some embodiments , at any given instant of time ( or in the 
happening , as perceived by the receiver , the receiver may current wireless environment ) , indications of feasibility 
reply to the transmitter with a CTS frame . Using this 5 could be transmitted to or received from a second wireless 
mechanism does not limit devices to always need exclusive device . Some embodiments may convey data from the 
access to the channel or other resources of the wireless following sources : a history table ; a rate region estimate ; a 
medium . As long as the rate being used by the potential snapshot of current wireless environment ; results of channel 
transmitter is feasible in the current wireless environment , measurement ; a physical - layer rate ; a mode ( e . g . transmitter 
the parallel transmission may be facilitated . Such assistance 10 or receiver ) ; or any signaling / messages received . In some 
from the receiver to do channel measurements helps the embodiments , when the wireless device is transmitting , the 
potential transmitter to test the feasibility of a rate ; it is also wireless device may determine to generate the following 
expected to facilitate efforts by nodes to make aggressive use sub - carrier signaling : test transmission at given physical 
of the scarce wireless spectrum , though the present tech - layer rate ; or not test transmission at given physical - layer 
niques are not limited to embodiments wherein such assis - 15 rate ; etc . Similarly , when the wireless device is transmitting , 
tance is provided . the wireless device may determine to generate the following 
It should be noted that mechanisms other than RTS / CTS sub - carrier signaling : allow reception at given physical 
frames are contemplated to facilitate channel measurements layer rate ; or disallow reception at given physical - layer rate ; 
and to help establish the feasibility of a rate in the current etc . Thus , the wireless device may output control channel 
wireless environment . The current wireless environment 20 signaling and any other indications . 
will be from the context of the device conducting channel In some embodiments , the wireless device may use itera 
measurements . When the transmitter receives assistance tive maximal matching . In these embodiments , a first wire 
from its receiver when conducting channel measurements , less device may use iterative maximal matching to improve 
the current wireless environment will be for both the trans - the estimation of rate feasibility ; increase the amount of 
mitter and receiver . In practice , the current wireless envi - 25 spatial reuse ; or increase the number of parallel / simultane 
ronment of the receiver is more important , because the ous transmissions . 
receiver often receives data frames at high physical - layer T hese techniques are expected to be advantageous relative 
rates and thus requires a high SINR / CQI . In some embodi - to the conventional RTS / CTS frame exchanges because the 
ments , the current wireless environment of the receiver may techniques , in some embodiments , are expected to facilitate 
be given more weight in the outcome of channel measure - 30 more efficient use of the shared wireless spectrum and also 
ments . to facilitate distributed rate allocation . 
In some embodiments , control channel signaling , subcar In another embodiment , nearby nodes listening to ( e . g . , 
rier loading , and maximal matching , may be used , either in snooping ) RTS - like or CTS - like frames may gather infor 
combination , sub - combination , or separately , to achieve the mation about their surrounding wireless environment . RTS 
same or similar end result . For example , in some embodi - 35 is a request by a transmitter to send subsequent data 
ments , control channel signaling may be used for conveying frame ( s ) . CTS is an indication by a receiver to allow the 
channel measurement or rate feasibility information . In transmitter to send subsequent data frame ( s ) . Thus , RTS - like 
these embodiments , a first wireless device may use out - of - and CTS - like frames convey similar information . One such 
band ( different frequency , different dedicated time - slot , or scheme of gathering information is expected to be particu 
different code , etc . ) signals to indicate feasibility of a 40 larly useful . In this embodiment , a first node may see an 
physical - layer rate to other wireless devices . At any given RTS - like frame as an indication of the strongest interferer 
instant of time ( or in the current wireless environment ) , in when several interfering RTS - like frames are transmitted 
some embodiments , an indication of feasibility may be for generally simultaneously by other wireless devices . The 
transmitted to or received from a second wireless device . strongest interferer may subsequently influence the transmit 
Inputs to the Rate _ Measurement module using control chan - 45 power - level selected by the first node to communicate with 
nel signaling may include the following : inputs from the a second node , e . g . , the first node may select a transmit 
history table ; a rate region estimate ; a snapshot of current power - level based on ( e . g . , based on at least in part , or based 
wireless environment ; results of channel measurement ; a exclusively on the RTS - like frame received from the stron 
physical - layer rate ; a mode ( e . g . transmitter or receiver ) ; or gest interferer . In this embodiment , if the first node requires 
any signaling / messages received . In response to this channel 50 a high transmit power - level in order to communicate with 
measurement information , in some embodiments , a channel the second node , then such communication between the first 
measurement module in a transmitting wireless device may node and the second node may cause relatively high levels 
determine which of the following control channel signaling of interference for nearby nodes . When several interfering 
to generate : a test transmission at given physical - layer rate ; transmissions are occurring generally simultaneously , in 
or not to test transmission at given physical - layer rate ; etc . 55 parallel , the interfering transmissions may cause excessive 
In response to the channel measurement information , in interference for nearby nodes and hamper the ability of 
some embodiments , a channel measurement module in a nearby nodes to send and receive frames . Thus , the first node 
receiving wireless device may determine which of the may use an orthogonal slot , such as a different frequency 
following control channel signaling to generate : allow band , different time - slot , different code , etc . 
reception at given physical - layer rate ; or disallow reception 60 On similar lines , a CTS - like frame may be snooped by a 
at given physical - layer rate ; etc . Thus , the module may potential transmitting device and be considered by the 
output control channel signaling and any other indications potential transmitting device as an indication of one of the 
relating to rate feasibility . most vulnerable receivers , e . g . , wireless devices that are 
Alternatively , or additionally , some embodiments may susceptible to collisions caused by parallel transmissions . 
convey channel measurement or rate feasibility information 65 Nearby nodes may receive the CTS - like frame , store data 
with sub - carrier loading . For example , a first wireless device indicative of the attributes of the CTS - like frame in memory , 
may use sub - carrier loading ( e . g . transmit a signal on a and recall such information to estimate the rate region and 
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feasibility of rates in the current wireless environment . In reducing the frequency with which it tries to send to the third 
some embodiments , CTS - like and ACK - like frames may be node . The first node on the other hand may transmit a second 
transmitted by receivers at a slightly higher power than that data frame to the second node soon after transmitting the 
used by their transmitters to provide some extra protection first data frame ( because it may not see any collisions and 
from potential interferers . In some embodiments , distributed 5 thus may not be penalized unnecessarily ) . Unfortunately , the 
rate allocation may be based on an estimate of the rate region fourth node gets penalized unnecessarily and has no way of 
and an estimate of the feasibility of various rates in order to determining the best or a good time to send an RTS frame 
facilitate multiple interfering simultaneous transmissions , to the third node . 
i . e . , parallel transmissions . Thus , it is a natural step forward Accordingly , in another embodiment , the third node may 
to enhance the meaning of RTS - like and CTS - like frames to 10 transmit a delayed - CTS frame . In the above scenario , when 
mean something more and something different from what the fourth node transmitted the second RTS frame to the 
they have meant in the prior art . That is , while some of the third node , the third node could not immediately send a CTS 
present techniques use RTS - like and CTS - like frames , such frame because the third node determined to stay silent so that 
those supported in some existing 802 . 11 protocols , the the third node does not cause interference for the second 
frames are used in a unique manner different from their 15 node . However , once the first data frame is done transmitting 
intended purpose to facilitation distributed rate allocation . ( which the third node may estimate from the first CTS frame 
The hidden node problem is believed to be one of the that was transmitted ) , the third node may transmit a second 
biggest problems in current wireless networks . And this delayed - CTS - frame to the fourth node in response . Receipt 
problem is expected to get worse as the number of wireless of the delayed CTS frame may alert the fourth node to an 
devices grows and decentralized networks and distributed 20 opportunity to transmit a third data frame to the third node 
protocols are widely adopted . One description of the hidden ( e . g . , the fourth node may receive the delayed CTS frame , 
node problem is as follows . In an illustrative scenario , there and in response , transmit the third data frame ) . The second 
are four nearby nodes , namely a first node , a second node , node may determine to stay silent while the third data frame 
a third node , and a fourth node . In this scenario , the four is being transmitted . Thus the delayed - CTS - like mechanism 
nodes are positioned such that the second node can hear 25 can be used to mitigate hidden node problems in wireless 
transmissions from the first node and the third node . More - networks and improve the performance and capacity of 
over , the third node can hear transmissions from the second wireless networks , though the present techniques are not 
node and the fourth node . However , the first node can only limited to embodiments in which these mechanisms are 
hear the transmissions from the second node . Moreover , the employed . 
fourth node can only hear the transmissions from the third 30 Some of the above embodiments provide for different 
node . Nodes in such a topology are expected to face severe rates being used from the set of data rates . In another 
performance degradation , even when RTS - like and CTS - like embodiment , a first data rate and a second data rate are 
frames are used by transmitter nodes and receiver nodes associated with the same numerical value of the physical 
respectively . For example , the first node may transmit data layer rate . For example , 4 - QAM with no channel coding ( i . e . 
frames to the second node . Before sending a first data frame , 35 2 bits / symbol ) could be numerically the same as 16 - QAM 
the first node may sends a first RTS frame to the second with 1 / 2 coding rate ( 4 bits / symbol * 1 / 2 = 2 bits / symbol ) ; 
node . The first RTS frame may only be heard by the second 4 - QAM using 40 MHz bandwidth could be numerically the 
node because of the current topology described above . Next , same as 16 - QAM using 20 MHz of bandwidth ; etc . In 
the second node may respond to the first node by transmit - another example , the first data rate and the second data rate 
ting a first CTS frame to the first node . The first CTS frame 40 may be the result of different modulation schemes , coding 
may be received by the first node and may be snooped by the rates , spatial streams , guard intervals , and bandwidths . 
third node because of the current above - described topology . Although numerically equivalent , the first data rate may be 
In response to the first CTS frame , the third node may more feasible than the second data rate in a certain topology / 
determine to remain silent , e . g . , to not transmit , so that the setting of nodes . For example , the first date rate may be more 
third node does not cause any interference for the second 45 feasible because it may require lower SINR at receiver to 
node . Once the first node receives the first CTS frame , in decode . In some embodiments , the physical - layer rate using 
response , the first node may begin transmission of the first 4 - QAM will require lower SINR at receiver than the one 
data frame to the second node . Also in the present exemplary using 16 - QAM . Thus , in some embodiments , the choice of 
scenario , the fourth node may transmit a second RTS frame data rates may depend on queue - lengths , topology estima 
to the third node . The third node may receive the RTS frame 50 tion , rate region estimation , rate feasibility estimation , feed 
but not respond back with a CTS frame because the third back of intended receivers , feedback from nearby nodes , 
node determined to stay silent while the second node is jamming frames , history of successes , etc . 
receiving the first data frame . However , the fourth node may Facilitating interfering wireless transmissions to occur 
determine , in view of having not receiving a CTS frame simultaneously is expected to improve the capacity of wire 
from the third node , that a collision has occurred . Moreover , 55 less networks . However , in some wireless networks , such 
in some examples , the fourth node may respond to the simultaneous transmissions may need to be started at about 
occurrence of a collision by executing an exponential ran - the same time . In another embodiment , a first node may use 
domized back - off like algorithm , or other algorithm that a first data rate and a second node may use a second data 
prompts the fourth node to potentially significantly delay rate . The second data rate may be twice the first data rate . In 
subsequent transmissions , which is expected to further 60 some scenarios , the first node and second node may both 
penalize the fourth node unnecessarily . The fourth node may transmit 1500 - byte frames in parallel . The first node may 
try another time by sending a third RTS frame to the third take approximately twice the time to transmit a frame as 
node . However , the third node may receive this RTS frame compared to the second node . Moreover , once the second 
and turn down the fourth node for the same reason as before . node has finished transmitting a frame , the second node may 
In this scenario , the fourth node does know the why the third 65 wait for the first node to finish transmitting its frame 
node is not transmitting a CTS frame in response to the RTS ( because , in this example wireless network , simultaneous 
frame . The fourth node may assume the worst and keep transmissions may need to be started at about the same time ) 
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before transmitting its next frame . Thus , in this example , the ogy and channel variations . Therefore , the allocation of rates 
second node has an effective rate that is approximately the and powers in a distributed manner is a complicated prob 
same as the first data rate . In some embodiments , mecha - lem . 
nisms such as frame aggregation ( FA ) and transmit oppor Some prior art solves this problem in a simple and 
tunity ( TXOP ) may allow a node to transmit multiple frames 5 distributed manner , but with a significant performance hit . In 
in succession . Different FA and TXOP values corresponding particular , some of these algorithms aim at performing 
to different rates may be used such that all nodes or sub - optimal orthogonal access , which is performed reason 
substantially all nodes transmit for almost the same amount ably well using carrier - sensing sub - routines with stringent 
of time , e . g . , more than 70 % , 90 % , or 95 % concurrency . In thresholds . With this medium access strategy , existing wire 
the above example , the second node may transmit two less devices usually choose the highest possible rate based 
frames ( back - to - back ) while the first node transmits a single on the channel quality and success history . Even though 
frame , thereby potentially allowing the second node to get these algorithms are sub - optimal , they are still in wide use 
an effective rate that is nearly equal to the second data rate . due to their simplicity for implementation : a ) The medium 
With an ever increasing number of wireless devices 15 access is decentralized and is based on simple carrier sens 
operating over the same medium , a central research chal - ing . b ) The rate allocation is performed in a simple greedy 
lenge is the development of access mechanisms that make manner . 
optimal use of available resources , which is not to suggest When wireless spectrum is at a premium , many algo 
that addressing the problem is the sole objective of the rithms in the prior art are insufficient due to the sub 
presently described techniques . To this end , multiple access 20 optimality in both medium access and rate allocation . These 
control algorithms have been in the prior art . Of particular have been topics of research for a long time , but majority of 
importance are random access schemes , as their decentral the solutions proposed so far are complicated for wide 
ized and scalable structure has lead to widespread adoption spread implementation . However , some of the presently 
in a variety of radio architectures and standards . Of these described techniques are relatively simple and distributed , 
random access schemes , a particularly important subclass is 25 and throughput - optimal , or throughput - improved , rate allo 
the one that incorporates carrier - sensing ( e . g . carrier - sense cation ( that includes medium access as a special case ) may 
multiple - access ( CSMA ) ) to determine if the medium is be performed by using local queue - lengths . In addition to 
available prior to transmission , again which is not to suggest introducing a way to vary multiple attempt probabilities 
that the present techniques are limited to CSMA networks . corresponding to different transmission rate , certain embodi 
Indeed , CSMA with collision avoidance ( CA ) has become 30 ments use channel measuring to improve throughput . 
ubiquitous as it forms the access backbone of popular Channel measuring is expected to be a powerful concept , 
wireless standards , such as IEEE 802 . 11 ( WiFi ) , among particularly when performed without much overhead , which 
others . Traditional CSMA - CA implementations are gener is not to suggest that all of the present techniques are limited 
ally strictly collision - averse and typically employ a linear to systems performing channel measuring . We have already 
increase multiplicative decrease algorithm to determine each 35 described several examples of different channel measuring 
node ' s access rates . Such a design , although proven to be algorithms . In some embodiments , the channel measuring 
practically robust , is fairly conservative in its use of the algorithms are used by rate allocation modules that utilize 
wireless medium . Furthermore , CSMA also is generally local queue - lengths to vary attempt probabilities corre 
limited to a binary available / not - available information sponding to different transmission rates . The chosen rates 
gained through channel sensing , instead of using a more 40 based on queue - lengths and channel measuring are expected 
fine - grained measurement of channel state . to further constrain the required local transmission power 
Many rate allocation schemes traditionally typically level . In some embodiments , wireless devices selecting rates 
ignore the network dynamics and determine rate as a func - based on queue - lengths and channel measuring are expected 
tion of ( net ) channel interference and noise . In contrast , to improve use the wireless spectrum . 
some of the presently described embodiments support mul - 45 Some implementations use spectrum management and 
tiple interfering transmissions simultaneously . Information transmit power control based on feedback from the receiver 
theory teaches that it is essential to combine medium access enhance spectral efficiency . However , these implementa 
with rate allocation in order to approach the ( best known ) tions use the maximum possible rate ( given only the current 
rate limits of wireless networks , though the present tech - channel conditions and some previous history ) without 
niques are not limited to systems that achieve or even target 50 considering utility - based metrics involving queue - lengths . 
the best know rate limits . Separating the two is often While spectrum management and feedback - based transmit 
suboptimal — abstracting the network to a graph generally power control are expected to be an improvement , further 
does not capture various rate levels and interference among improvements are expected with a queue - based rate alloca 
users , though again , some aspects of the present techniques tor by jointly determining rate allocation and scheduling . 
may be used in systems in which medium access is separated 55 Furthermore , in some embodiments , the total network 
from rate allocation . In a combined analysis , in some throughput is expected to be enhanced by making aggressive 
implementations , there is no underlying constraint graph , use of the scarce wireless spectrum , though the present 
i . e . , each transmitter in the system can be simultaneously techniques may be used for other purposes , such as reducing 
active although communicating at a low rate . transmission errors and increasing transmission distance . 
Furthermore , in one embodiment , the rate allocation and 60 Certain embodiments also use queue - lengths and quality of 
scheduling may be jointly determined to increase the num - service extensions to control the channel access probabilities 
ber of simultaneous transmissions in the network , thus and further enhance performance and fairness . For example , 
increasing overall network throughput . Since there are mul a wireless device with a longer queue - length may get a 
tiple rates corresponding to every transmitter - receiver pair , longer transmit - opportunity ( TXOP ) . The device may effec 
and feasibility of a set of rates depends on the received 65 tively get access to the wireless channel for a longer amount 
signal - to - interference - and - noise - ratios ( SINRs ) , which is of time because it has a longer queue - length . In some 
mainly a function of transmit power - levels , network topol - embodiments , TXOP is used as a QoS parameter . 
42 
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In some embodiments , the total network throughput may wireless spectrum and network resources . In contrast , some 
be improved by using distributed and throughput - optimal embodiments include a device that may count down the 
( or throughput - improving ) queue - based rate allocation algo - devices chosen randomized back - off counter at a pre - deter 
rithms . Some embodiments use traditional feedback - based mined rate as long as the rate ( or rates ) that it wants to use 
transmit power control and then go a step further . These 5 for the subsequent frames is ( are ) feasible in the current 
embodiments may constrain the required transmit power - wireless environment . It should be notes that , in the present 
level further based on need by using a queue - based rate embodiment , as soon as a device ' s randomized back - off 
allocator . This is expected to enhance spectral efficiency and counter reaches zero , the device may transmit a frame . The 
increase the overall network throughput in the presence of wireless environment may change relatively rapidly as dif 
several interfering links . Moreover , some embodiments may 10 ferent devices start or stop transmitting frames . Therefore , 
use distributed schemes to effectively improve spatial reuse constant or periodic monitoring of the wireless environment 
and let queue - lengths control the amount of spatial reuse ( e . g . through carrier sensing , snooping of frames , subcarrier 
obtained . These principles may be implemented to enhance loading , maximal matching , analyzing jamming frames , 
total network throughput or to achieve other objectives . etc . ) is performed in some embodiments , and in certain 
Some embodiments may be implemented as co - located 15 embodiments , the randomized back - off counter may only be 
infrastructure networks or peer - to - peer networks . counted down if the rate ( or rates ) to be used for transmitting 
Some embodiments apply distributed rate allocation subsequent frames will be feasible in the current wireless 
schemes that are expected to allow wireless networks to environment . Embodiments executing such a scheduling 
operate in ways that were not possible with certain prior art scheme are expected to gain from both the aggressiveness of 
systems . These prior art systems typically require orthogo - 20 distributed rate allocation and the fairness of the exponential 
nal access for interfering transmitters and thus reduced the randomized back - off algorithm . Moreover , several interfer 
number of potential collisions . However , this prior approach i ng transmissions may be facilitated in parallel to potentially 
was very conservative and led to inefficient use of the improve spectral efficiency and total network throughput . 
wireless spectrum and lower total network throughput . With Furthermore , in some embodiments , transmissions do not 
an explosion in the number of wireless devices , there is a 25 need to overlap perfectly with one another for the following 
need in the art for schemes that make efficient use of the reasons . A wireless device may count down its randomized 
available network resources and wireless spectrum . Such back - off counter if the physical - layer rate ( to be used by the 
schemes could improve the total throughput of wireless wireless device for transmitting subsequent data frames ) is 
networks , though again , it should be noted that the present feasible in the current wireless environment . Thus , the 
techniques may be adapted to achieve other objectives . 30 wireless device may be able to start transmitting a data frame 
Some scheduling schemes , such as exponential random - in the middle of other transmissions . Consequently , in such 
ized back - off , generally allow multiple wireless devices to embodiments , parallel transmissions may be facilitated even 
share the same wireless spectrum , though typically not at the when they don ' t begin at the same instant of time ( e . g . in the 
same time , e . g . generally not concurrently . However , as s ame mini - slot - time , within the same inter - frame - spacing 
discussed above , some prior art uses scheduling schemes , 35 period , etc . ) . Thus , in some embodiments , overall perfor 
such as randomized back - off , along with conservative on - off m ance of the network is expected to be enhanced even when 
scheduling . In one embodiment , randomized back - off is not parallel transmissions do not overlap perfectly with one 
used , or in other embodiments , generally all random access another . 
techniques are not used to determine when a device trans - The scheduling scheme mentioned above may be imple 
mits because devices may share the same or overlapping 40 mented in several ways . In one embodiment , a first wireless 
resources of the wireless medium . However , randomized device may be ready to transmit frames to a second wireless 
back - off generally allows several wireless devices to share device . Before transmitting the frames , the first wireless 
the wireless in a fair manner . Thus a more elegant way ( in device may obtain an estimate of the topology of nodes near 
addition to the on - off scheduling used by the prior art ) to the first wireless device , estimate of the first wireless 
respond to collisions is expected to be complimentary to the 45 device ' s rate region , estimate of the second wireless device ' s 
presently described distributed rate allocation and channel rate region , estimate of the topology of nodes near the 
measuring schemes . A scheduling mechanism is needed that second wireless device , feedback from the second wireless 
can combine exponential randomized back - off with channel device , feedback from other nearby wireless devices , and 
measuring , estimation of local rate feasibility , estimation of estimate of feasibility of rate ( or rates ) that the first wireless 
rate regions , and estimation of topology , which is not to 50 device wants to use for transmitting subsequent frames to 
suggest that the present techniques are limited to systems the second wireless device . In this embodiment , the first 
that provide all of these features . wireless device may use these estimates to predict or esti 
In another embodiment , each wireless device may choose mate whether the rate ( or rates ) that the first wireless device 
a randomized back - off counter before transmitting each is planning to use for subsequent frames is ( are ) feasible in 
frame . Before a device transmits a frame , the device may 55 the current wireless environment , e . g . , feasibility may be 
count down its randomized back - off counter at a predeter - determined based on these factors using one or more of the 
mined , or otherwise determined , rate . Moreover , in some above - described techniques . Moreover , the first wireless 
embodiments , the device may only transmit once its ran - device may determine a dynamic carrier - sensing threshold 
domized back - off counter hits a pre - determined , or other that could then be used to determine whether the randomized 
wise determined , value . In some examples of the prior art , 60 back - off counter should be counted down ( e . g . , decre 
each device that senses a pre - determined amount of inter - mented , or in other embodiments , incremented ) based on 
ference and noise stops counting down its randomized these estimates . Such a dynamic carrier - sensing threshold 
back - off counter until the interference and noise level falls could be updated periodically along with the other estimates . 
below the pre - determined level . Such prior approaches can In some embodiments , the decision to count down the 
be thought of as on - off scheduling mechanisms . As men - 65 randomized back - off counter may also be based on periodic 
tioned above , such scheduling mechanisms are generally carrier - sensing by the first wireless device . For example , the 
expected to lead to conservative and inefficient use of the near instantaneous value ( s ) obtained from carrier - sensing 
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could then be used to compare with the dynamic carrier example , a receiver may simultaneously transmit a first 
sensing threshold , and based on the comparison the first frame ( or signal ) in the same frequency band in which it is 
wireless device could decide whether to count down its receiving a second frame . The first frame may contain digital 
chosen randomized back - off counter at any given instant of ( e . g . bits or bytes ) signaling ( for example , the digital sig 
time . In some embodiments , in order to decide whether to 5 naling may be indicative of : the physical - layer rate corre 
count down the randomized back - off counter at any instant sponding to the second frame ; the RSSI / RCPI / SNR / SINR / 
of time ( e . g . in a mini - slot time ) , a wireless device may need CQI at the receiver corresponding to the second frame ; the 
to query information ( e . g . estimate of the topologies of other length of the second frame ; the absolute transmit power 
nearby wireless devices ; estimate of the wireless device ' s level being used by the transmitter of the second frame ; the 
rate region ; cataloging of rate feasibility feedback from 10 schedule corresponding to the second frame ; etc . ) that may 
other nearby wireless devices ; etc . ) from the Rate _ Allocator , be used by other nearby nodes to perform channel measure 
Rate _ Selector , and Channel _ Measurement modules . Query - ments and / or establish rate feasibility . The first frame may 
ing such information may considerably increase the com - contain analog ( e . g . phase , amplitude , or frequency modu 
plexity . Moreover , it may not be possible for the wireless lation ) signaling ( for example , the analog signaling may be 
device to make its decision ( e . g . whether to count down the 15 indicative of : the physical - layer rate corresponding to the 
randomized back - off counter at that instant of time ) quickly second frame ; the RSSI / RCPI / SNR / SINR / CQI at the 
enough . On the other hand , the dynamic carrier - sensing receiver corresponding to the second frame ; the length of the 
threshold maintained by the wireless device may be only second frame ; the absolute transmit power - level being used 
roughly based on some relevant information ( e . g . estimate of by the transmitter of the second frame ; the schedule corre 
the topologies of other nearby wireless devices ; estimate of 20 sponding to the second frame ; etc . ) that may be used by 
the wireless device ' s rate region ; cataloging of any rate other nearby nodes to perform channel measurements and / or 
feasibility feedback from other nearby wireless devices ; establish rate feasibility . FIG . 11A is a generalized diagram 
etc . ) . Thus , the calculation of the dynamic carrier - sensing matic view of an example OFDM wireless transmission by 
threshold maintained by the wireless device may be opti - a wireless terminal in accordance with an embodiment of the 
mized for speed . Furthermore , the decision to count down 25 presently described technique . As shown in FIG . 11A , the 
the randomized back - off counter at any instant of time may first frame may occupy only a few sub - carriers ( shaded in 
be based on a single comparison between the dynamic FIG . 11A ) in the frequency band on which the second frame 
carrier - sensing threshold and the instantaneous carrier - sens - is being received , e . g . , less than 20 % of the available sub 
ing value . Thus , the decision - making complexity may be carriers , less than 50 % , or less than 70 % . FIG . 11B is a 
reduced at the wireless device by using the dynamic carrier - 30 generalized diagrammatic view of an example OFDM wire 
sensing threshold . Moreover , an error margin may be built less transmission by a wireless terminal in accordance with 
into the dynamic carrier - sensing threshold to further an embodiment of the presently described technique . As 
improve its reliability . shown in FIG . 11B , the first frame may occupy the entire 
In some embodiments , wireless devices may use channel frequency band ( shaded in FIG . 11B ) on which the second 
measurement algorithms to test the feasibility of various 35 frame is being received . Other embodiments may have more 
physical - layer rates in the current wireless environment . A or fewer than the illustrated number of sub - carriers . Other 
wireless device may estimate the feasibility of physical - nearby nodes that sense / snoop / receive the first frame may 
layer rates in several ways ( e . g . on its own ; with assistance use the first frame ( along with the Rate _ Allocator , Rate _ Se 
from other nearby wireless devices , etc . ) . Moreover , if the lector , and / or Channel _ Measurement modules ) to perform 
wireless device has multiple radios ( e . g . radio interfaces ; 40 channel measurements and / or establish rate feasibility . 
wireless interfaces ; etc . ) that may operate in multiple spec - In another embodiment , a wireless device may schedule a 
trum bands , channel measurement algorithms may need to first type of frames using a first schedule and a second type 
take other characteristics into account ( e . g . frequency depen - of frames using a second schedule . If the first schedule and 
dent propagation characteristics ; spatial variation of the the second schedule differ , the combination of the first 
quality of spectrum ; multi - band multi - radio scheduling con - 45 schedule and the second schedule could be called an asym 
straints ; interference constraints in every band ; RSSI / SNR metric schedule . In some embodiments , the first type of 
SINR / CQI constraints for each band and / or each radio ; radio frames may consist of downlink frames and the second type 
constraints for each radio ; architecture of each radio ; etc . ) . of frames may consist of uplink frames . FIGS . 12A - D are a 
In some embodiments , wireless devices may use channel generalized diagrammatic view of an example of schedules 
measurement algorithms to test the feasibility of various 50 for wireless transmissions by wireless terminals in accor 
physical - layer rates in the current wireless environment . The dance with an embodiment of the presently described tech 
wireless devices may estimate the feasibility of physical - nique . In this embodiment , the schedule 1202 ( FIG . 12A ) is 
layer rates in several ways ( e . g . on their own ; with assistance based on a contention resolution mechanism known as 
from other nearby wireless devices ; etc . ) . Full - duplex radios exponential randomized back - off ( ERB ) that is used by 
can transmit and receive at the same time in the same 55 some random - access wireless networks , such as IEEE 
frequency band . If the wireless devices have full - duplex 802 . 11 networks . Timeline 1204 shows the progression of 
capability , channel measurement algorithms may become time . Previous frame 1206 could be a data , control , or 
more accurate . Using full - duplex capabilities , the wireless management frame . A distributed - IFS ( DIFS ) 1208 may 
devices may provide assistance to and receive assistance separate the previous frame and the first mini - slot 1210 in 
from other nearby wireless devices when estimating the 60 this example . Further , in this embodiment , each mini - slot is 
feasibility of physical - layer rates . For example , a transmitter mini - slot - time ( MST ) long . When a wireless device needs to 
may suspend transmission of a first frame if it receives a transmit a frame on the wireless channel , in accordance with 
second frame ( i . e . while transmitting the first frame ) that it the schedule 1202 , it may choose a random ( e . g . , a pseudo 
did not account for when estimating physical - layer rate random function ) counter and counts it down each time 
feasibility . The transmitter may reassess the feasibility of its 65 MST elapses . In some embodiments , a wireless device may 
physical - layer rate by taking the received second frame only count down its counter when it perceives the wireless 
( and / or other new information ) into account . In another channel to be available or clear . The illustrated schedule 
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1202 is symmetric between downlink and uplink , as the In some embodiments , wireless devices may use asym 
distribution of potential IFS duration slots is generally equal metric schedules in conjunction with the Rate _ Allocator , 
between the two directions , e . g . , there is an equal chance that Rate _ Selector , and Channel _ Measurement modules . This is 
any one of the IFS duration slots will be selected for uplink expected to improve the performance and spectral efficiency 
or downlink traffic . 5 of the system of wireless devices . In some embodiments , 
In contrast to schedule 1202 , schedule 1222 of FIG . 12B uplink traffic may be scheduled using ERB in an uplink 
is asymmetric and may be used , e . g . , by a scheduler , to mini - slot . In contrast , downlink traffic may be scheduled 
schedule different data in different ways . First mini - slot using deterministic downlink mini - slots . Downlink trans 1224 may be reserved for a first downlink transmitter ( e . g . , mitters that decide to use the same downlink mini - slot may an access point in a single - hop network ; a first subset of 10 transmit frames in parallel . Such downlink transmitters may access - points in a single - hop network ; a relay in a multi - hop further use the Rate Allocator , Rate Selector , and Chan network ; a first subset of relays in a multi - hop network ; a 
wireless device ; a first subset of wireless devices ; etc . ) . nel _ Measurement modules to choose the downlink mini 
Second mini - slot 1226 may be available for any wireless slot . 
device to use . Thus , in this example , every odd mini - slot is 15 For example , a first subset of downlink transmitters may 
reserved for one or more transmitters of downlink frames . use the information ( e . g . estimate of the topologies of other 
This is believed to allow for various transmitters of down - nearby wireless devices ; estimate of the wireless device ' s 
link frames to use a more deterministic schedule , as rate region ; cataloging of rate feasibility feedback from 
explained further below . However , in some systems , any other nearby wireless devices , etc . ) gathered by the Rate _ Al 
wireless device can access the channel in every even mini - 20 locator , Rate _ Selector , and Channel _ Measurement modules 
slot . To resolve contentions and collisions , wireless devices when deciding whether to use the first downlink mini - slot . 
could use ERB to select among the even IFS duration slots . Furthermore , the physical - layer rates used by the first subset 
This , in certain applications , is believed to make wireless of downlink transmitters downlink transmitters may depend 
devices transmitting in even mini - slots to have a randomized on the outcome of the Rate _ Allocator , Rate Selector , and 
or pseudo random schedule . For instance , wireless devices 25 Channel _ Measurement modules executing inside each 
could use the even mini - slots to transmit uplink frames . In downlink transmitter . In this example , the first subset of 
other embodiments , instead of differentiating traffic based downlink transmitters is expected to often converge to more 
on uplink and downlink directions , traffic may be differen - aggressive asymmetric schedules ( e . g . schedules 1222 ( FIG . 
tiated based quantity , importance , desired quality - of - service , 12B ) , 1242 ( FIG . 12C ) , or 1262 ( FIG . 12D ) . 
surrounding wireless environment , network congestion , net - 30 In other embodiments , downlink transmitters may initiate 
work condition , queue - lengths , and throughput . contention - free - periods in their downlink mini - slots . This 
It should be noted that mini - slot 1224 is labeled D1 and may allow several downlink transmitters to hold contention 
mini - slot 1228 is labeled D1 * . In this embodiment , the * free - periods ( e . g . in - parallel or not - in - parallel ) without 
indicates that D1 * is an extra slot for the downlink trans - severely degrading the performance of the overall network . 
mitter that uses D1 . One way to facilitate fairness between 35 Some aspects of the present techniques may be better 
transmitters of downlink frames is to require the following understood with reference to the following list of features . 
allocation of traffic between D1 and D1 * ( or Dx and Dx * , From the foregoing it can be seen that the present invention 
where x is an integer ) . After using mini - slot D1 , the first provides a method for improving the capacity of a multi 
downlink transmitter may either wait for the current round nodal wireless communication network . The method com 
of downlink transmitters to finish or use D1 * . Since D1 * 40 prises enabling two or more links between three or more 
comes after D4 , the downlink transmitter corresponding to nodes ; associating a set of data rates with each of said two 
D4 is able to get access to the wireless in a fair manner , e . g . , or more links , wherein a rate of transmission of data on a 
the wireless device using D1 does not always have an link is chosen from the set of data rates , and wherein the set 
opportunity to preempt those using D2 - D4 . Moreover , in this of data rates includes a data rate of zero ; associating queue 
embodiment , the overhead of a few MSTs to facilitate this 45 lengths with each of said links , wherein the queue length of 
fairness coexistence is not expected to hurt the performance a link represents a count of a number of outstanding data 
much . If in this embodiment the first downlink transmitter packets assigned for transmission on that link ; determining 
uses D1 * , that first wireless device may not use D1 in the at a first node , a first data rate from the set of data rates for 
next round for downlink transmitters . Thus , in this example , an associated first link , based on the queue length of the first 
the first downlink transmitter is relatively fair to other 50 link ; sensing at the first node , a link activity for the first link ; 
downlink transmitter . Once an extra downlink mini - slot and if the link activity permits , transmitting outstanding data 
( marked with a * ) is used by a wireless device , other wireless packets on the first link at a data rate less than or equal to the 
devices may assume that the current round of downlink first data rate , such that the multi - nodal communication 
transmissions is over and the next round is about to begin . network is stable , in that the queue lengths associated with 
In the next round , wireless devices can use their normal 55 the links in the multi - nodal communication network remain 
downlink slots ( i . e . slots without a * ) to transmit frames . below a specified maximum queue length value for each 
Schedules 1242 and 1262 are other asymmetric schedules link . 
that can also be used . The schedules 1242 and 1262 differ The foregoing method may also further comprise deter 
from schedule 1222 in that the number of slots available for mining at the first node , a transmission power for the first 
downlink transmissions is reduced . Schedules 1242 and 60 link , based on the queue length of the first link with the 
1262 may , for example , be used when relatively few wireless above described method , the transmission data rate is based 
devices ( or relatively few subsets of wireless devices ) are on a combination of modulation schemes , coding rates , 
transmitting downlink data on the same wireless channel . In spatial streams , guard intervals , and bandwidths . 
some embodiments , if wireless devices converge to schedule The above described method may also further comprise 
1262 by organizing themselves into two subsets of downlink 65 coupling the first link formed between the first node and a 
transmitters , they may achieve high performance and spec - second node , with a second link formed between the second 
tral efficiency . node and a third node , and determining a rate of transmis 
link . 
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sion of data on the first link based on a difference between length of the first link . The computer program product 
the queue length of the second link and the queue length of further may comprise programming instructions for basing 
the first link . the transmission data rate on modulation schemes , coding 
The present invention also provides a wireless device , rates , spatial streams , guard intervals , and bandwidths . The 
comprising a memory unit for storing a computer program 5 computer program product further may also comprise cou 
improving the capacity of a multi - nodal wireless commu - pling the first link formed between the first node and a 
nication network ; and a controller coupled to said memory second node , with a second link formed between the second 
unit , wherein said controller , responsive to said computer node and a third node , and determining a rate of transmis 
program , comprises circuitry for enabling two or more links sion of data on the first link based on a difference between 
between three or more nodes circuitry for associating a set 10 the queue length of the second link and the queue length of 
of data rates with each of said two or more links , wherein a the first link . 
rate of transmission of data on a link is chosen from the set Although the method , wireless device and computer pro 
of data rates , and wherein the set of data rates includes a data g ram product are described in connection with several 
rate of zero ; circuitry for associating queue lengths with embodiments , it is not intended to be limited to the specific 
each of said links , wherein the queue length of a link 15 forms set forth herein , but on the contrary , it is intended to 
represents a count of a number of outstanding data packets cover such alternatives , modifications and equivalents , 
assigned for transmission on that link ; circuitry for deter - including those as can be reasonably included within the 
mining at a first node , a first data rate from the set of data spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended 
rates for an associated first link , based on the queue length claims . 
of the first link ; circuitry for sensing at the first node , a link 20 
activity for the first link ; and if the link activity permits , The invention claimed is : 
circuitry for transmitting outstanding data packets on the 1 . A hybrid cellular and non - cellular multi - hop commu 
first link at a data rate less than or equal to the first data rate , nication device , comprising : 
such that the multi - nodal communication network is stable , a mobile wireless device comprising : 
in that the queue lengths associated with the links in the 25 one or more antennas ; 
multi - nodal communication network remain below a speci a cellular wireless interface connected to at least some 
fied maximum queue length value for each link . of the one or more antennas ; and 
The wireless device controller further may comprise a non - cellular wireless interface connected to at least 
circuitry for determining at the first node , a transmission some of the one or more antennas , wherein the 
power for the first link , based on the queue length of the first 30 non - cellular wireless interface comprises : 
a rate allocator configured to select a physical - layer 
The wireless device controller further may comprise rate of transmission of data from the non - cellular 
circuitry for basing the transmission data rate on modulation wireless interface based on a queue length of data 
schemes , coding rates , spatial streams , guard intervals , and to be transmitted from the mobile wireless device , 
bandwidths . wherein the rate allocator comprises a channel 
The wireless device controller further may comprise measurement module configured to determine 
circuitry for coupling the first link formed between the first the feasibility of transmitting at a proposed 
node and a second node , with a second link formed between physical - layer rate in parallel with another 
the second node and a third node , and determining a rate of wireless device over wireless medium resources 
transmission of data on the first link based on a difference 40 shared with the other wireless device such that 
between the queue length of the second link and the queue the parallel transmissions interfere with one 
length of the first link . another , 
The present invention further provides computer program wherein the rate allocator is configured to update 
product embodied in a computer readable storage medium the selected physical - layer rate and wherein a 
for improving the capacity of a multi - nodal wireless com - 45 duration of time between physical - layer rate 
munication network . The computer program product com updates is determined based on a random value ; 
prises the programming instructions for enabling two or 
more links between three or more nodes ; associating a set of a transmitter configured to wirelessly transmit data 
data rates with each of said two or more links , wherein a rate from the queue and adjust physical - layer trans 
of transmission of data on a link is chosen from the set of 50 mission parameters based on the physical - layer 
data rates , and wherein the set of data rates includes a data rate selected by the rate allocator . 
rate of zero ; associating queue lengths with each of said 2 . The hybrid cellular and non - cellular multi - hop com 
links , wherein the queue length of a link represents a count munication device of claim 1 , wherein the channel measure 
of a number of outstanding data packets assigned for trans - ment module is configured to receive feedback from the 
mission on that link ; determining at a first node , a first data 55 other wireless device and determine the feasibility of a 
rate from the set of data rates for an associated first link , physical - layer rate based , at least in part , on the feedback . 
based on the queue length of the first link ; sensing at the first 3 . The hybrid cellular and non - cellular multi - hop com 
node , a link activity for the first link ; and if the link activity m unication device of claim 2 , wherein the feedback includes 
permits , transmitting outstanding data packets on the first a length of a frame transmitted by the other wireless device . 
link at a data rate less than or equal to the first data rate , such 60 4 . The hybrid cellular and non - cellular multi - hop com 
that the multi - nodal communication network is stable , in munication device of claim 2 , wherein the feedback includes 
that the queue lengths associated with the links in the a sequence identifier transmitted to or from the other wire 
multi - nodal communication network remain below a speci - less device . 
fied maximum queue length value for each link . 5 . The hybrid cellular and non - cellular multi - hop com 
The computer program product further ma comprise pro - 65 munication device of claim 2 , wherein the non - cellular 
gramming instructions for determining at the first node , a interface is configured to wait an inter - frame spacing dura 
transmission power for the first link , based on the queue tion before determining whether to transmit a data frame , 
and 
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and wherein the non - cellular interface is configured to sense nal and a function of a random input and the queue 
the feedback during the inter - frame spacing duration . length signal , wherein the function of the random 
6 . The hybrid cellular and non - cellular multi - hop com input and the queue - length signal monotonically 
munication device of claim 2 , wherein non - cellular interface increases the probability of selecting a higher physi 
of the wireless device is configured to simultaneously trans - 5 cal layer rate of transmission as the queue length 
mit data frames on one or more frequencies of the wireless increases , 
medium and receive the feedback on the one or more wherein the distributed transmission - rate selector is frequencies of the wireless medium . configured to update the selected physical - layer rate 
7 . The hybrid cellular and non - cellular multi - hop com and wherein a duration of time between physical munication device of claim 1 , comprising memory coupled 10 layer rate updates is determined based on a random to the rate allocator , wherein the rate allocator is configured value . to store data indicative of feasibility of a physical - layer rate 11 . The wireless device of claim 10 , wherein the queue in the memory . 
8 . The hybrid cellular and non - cellular multi - hop com length monitor is operable to quantify an amount of data to 
munication device of claim 7 , wherein the rate allocator is 15 be transmitted or a change in an amount of data to be 
configured to determine the feasibility of a physical - layer transmitted by more than one wireless device in a multi - hop 
rate based on both feedback and the stored data indicative of path to a cellular base station via a non - cellular network . pa 
the feasibility of a physical - layer rate . 12 . The wireless device of claim 10 , wherein the channel 
9 . The hybrid cellular and non - cellular multi - hop com measurement module is operable to obtain feedback indica 
munication device of claim 1 , comprising the other mobile 20 tive of the feasibility of a physical - layer rate by snooping 
wireless device , wherein the other mobile wireless device signals exchanged between other wireless devices . 13 . The wireless device of claim 10 , wherein the channel comprises another cellular wireless interface and another 
non - cellular wireless interface comprising : measurement module is operable to receive feedback on the 
another rate allocator configured to select another physi same wireless medium resources for which the physical 
cal - layer rate of transmission of data from the another 25 las her 25 layer rate of transmission is selected . 
non - cellular wireless interface based on a queue length 14 . The wireless device of claim 10 , comprising a full 
of data to be transmitted from the another mobile duplex transceiver , wherein the channel - measurement mod 
wireless device . ule is operable to use the full duplex transceiver to receive : 
10 . A wireless device , comprising : a wireless signal indicative of collisions caused by trans 
a mobile wireless device , comprising : missions from the wireless device while the wireless 
a queue - length monitor operable to quantify an amount device is transmitting data . 15 . The wireless device of claim 10 , comprising a sched of data to be transmitted or a change in an amount of 
data to be transmitted and output a queue - length 
signal indicative of the amount of data ready to be a deterministic schedule based , at least in part , on the 
channel - measurement signal ; and a timeslot in which to transmitted or the change in the amount of data ready 35 
to be transmitted ; transmit in parallel with other wireless devices by 
a channel - measurement module operable to sense the estimating the feasibility of physical - layer rates of 
channel - state of a wireless connection and output a transmission during multiple timeslots in the selected 
channel - measurement signal indicative of a sensed deterministic schedule and selecting the timeslot with a 
channel - state ; and highest estimated usable physical - layer rate of trans 40 
a distributed transmission - rate selector operable to mission . 16 . The wireless device of claim 10 , wherein the random receive the queue - length signal and the channel 
measurement signal and select a physical - layer rate input is different for different mobile wireless devices shar 
of transmission of data for the mobile wireless ing a wireless medium resource . 
device based on both the channel - measurement sig * * * * * 
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